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In, any o:ritioal work there is likely to 
be some misunderstanding• on the part of the reader, 
as to the meaning of term~. To prevent this, as far 
as posa~ble, I have deemed' it advisable to present
early 1n this thesi~ an explanation of "popular bal-
lad" and ltballad poetry•t and to show ho,, they are 
related. Through the oompa.rative,study of the ·two 
types, I have arrived.at a definition o:r the latter 
which, though wid~ in its application, has been 
useful in the ola~sification of an important pa.rt. 
of Dante Gabriel Rossett_i•s poetry. 
I do not pretend to give any new infor-
mation oonoerning the ballad• but merely to present 
a short sketch of it, as it has been defined by
able critics, to review cursorily the theories of 
a 
its origin.>. and to give a few of its outstanding 
characteristics. By so doing, I wi~h to make 
clearer the handling of the type by Rossetti and 
to show how, even in his imitation of the popular 
ballad, he was ever the con.soious artist, striving 
for effect. 
What the term "popular balladtt connotes 
is well expressed by Professor Gummere who calls 
it 11 a narrative poem without any known author or any
marks of individual. authorship such as sentiment 
i 
and reflection, meant., in the first instance, for 
singing, and connected, as its name implies, with 
the communal dance, but submitted to a process of 
oral tradition amon.g people free from literary 
,influences and fairly, homogeneous~ n 1 In contrast 
to this, ballad poetry--which will be defined_ later 
in this chapter--is the work of a speo~fio .author 
and is no. longer considered as a.song or as a 
part of a group ,dance. I,t · has passed from the 
' ' 
control of what we term "the common people" into 
the hands of the "11 terati!'_,.). 
Al though the popular llallad was one of 
l. Cambridge History of Engl!sh Literature,. iJ~n~;o1~R•,. 
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the earliest and most common forms of poetry, 
ballad poetry, as a literary type, has been in. 
ex1stenoe in England for only.a little more than 
a century and a half. Like the so-called popular 
songs of our,own time, the early ballads were long 
considered as \lllworthy of preservation; they were 
recited or sung at the family fireside or at the 
community gathering, · and passed on from one group 
to another, without any thought o-f their being of 
any intere.st to ·any one else. It remained for 
Bishop Percy to discover the literary significance 
of these ballads, and :·to oolleot them in a book which 
was pubiished · in 1765, ~under the title Religues of 
Ancient English Poetry. 1'bis oolleotion is not 
considered to be complete, or the ballads to be in 
all oa~es aoourately recorded, yet. it 1s valuable 
beoauseiof the interest'it awakened 1n popular 
literature, and the encouragement it gave to later 
collectors. 
There is not a little dispute as to the 
origin of the popular ballad, but most students
acc;ept the theory that. 1t· started like a folk song, 
and was accompanied by.a dance of a dramatic kind. 
The leader of. the dance, which was very likely 
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to be in oi~oular or other group formatlon, :.started 
to compose a .. narratlve in song. ..He determined the 
tune which was taken up by the other dancers, who 
added new lines to the story or chanted a kind of 
refrain at :regular intervals in the leader•,s story. 
Perhaps this :refrain gave opportunity·fo:r the 
leader to invent new stanzas for his story; some-
times ·1t even advanced the story by adding a new 
work or group of words to the original refrain. 
The song was eung with much ··emotion and exaggerated 
dramatic ·action. There was probably a great deal 
of hand-clapping and head-shalc1ng. The story 
usually commemorated ·some "notable occurrence.-
famous exploit, some strange tale of passion, or 
of wonder. st2 The length of the story. wa~ often 
great, for extra stanzas were. likely to be added 
as the dance advanced. 
In e~liest stages, before there wae 
any distinction of.ola.eses, the.stories 
reflected the lives and minds of the 
entire people, but after the growth of 
social and pol1tica1 divisions, the 
uppe1' class outgrew its interest in· 
this type of story. . Ballads then be-
came speoificially tho property of 
the uneducated and received the epithet 
"popular" as a mark o:f inferior refine.-. 
ment.3 
2~ Types of Poetry, edited.by J. Zeitlin And c • 
.. Ri.naker, P• ·L . · . 
3. Ibid., p.i. · . 
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Although many of tllese ballads w~re 
· retaineC,: by the people; undoubtedly many more of 
' , 
them perished ~efore they were:'disoove:red by any-
one inclined to . preserve the,m in print for future 
gen~rations. ·There were few ballads in written 
form before Percy attempted. to make his collection, 
and furthermore, many of the ballads which did 
exist in manuscript form ·were generally very care-
lessly. preserved, as is evideno·ed by an example 
·given by Prof esso.r ·x1ttredge:· 
What the people sang would only be 
recorded by accident. Thus it is not 
· surprising ·that we have but a single ballad 
written down in the thirteenth century. 
· Tll.e existence of this one text, the •Judas•, 
completely popular in metre, in phraseology, 
and in what ,ve call. atmosphere, is a 
valuable piece of evidence. • • rst. Ste-
. phen and Herod• is just such another piece 
as 'Judas• and may be quite .as old, yet it 
. did not achieve the perpetuity . of pen and
ink until about 1450. 'The Maid and the 
Palmer•,. whioh is a popular version of the 
story of the Sam~itan woman in the gospel, 
belongs. to the·· same class.· • . . • When
Peroy discovered this manuscript it was 
lying under a bureau .in the. parlor of a . 
country gentleman•s house, and the4ma1ds were using it to light the. fires. 
In view of auoh carelessness, it is remarkable that 
we have as many of the popular ballads as we have. 
Because of the aesthetic qualities and 
the excellent 'structure of some of the old ballads, 
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many students of the subject believe in indivict-
ual rather than co11ect1ve authorship. Since 
the author did not write his composition, it was 
subjected to the prooess of oral tradition, and 
became noticeably different from the original poem, 
by virtue of this transmission by persons not 
acquainted with it at first. Some persons maintain 
that minstrels · were the ori'gin,~l authors of
ballads; that they composed the story and the tune, 
and accompanied it wi~h 'larp music. Listeners learn-
ed part of the minstrel I s song and later sang 1 t 
without regard for the composer•s version, adding 
parts when they could 11ot recall the original text,. 
and omitting large portions of the ,. song a~ 1 t was 
first s~g. }?rofessor Kittredge, however, a9cepts 
the theory that minstrels were not the originators 
of the ballad. He bases his proof on two important 
facts: 
It is capable of practically formal 
proof that for the last two or three centuries 
the English and Scottish ballads have not• 
as a general thing, been sung and transmitted 
by professional minstrels or their representa-
tives. There is no reason whatever for be-··' 
lieving that the state of things between 1300 
anq. 1600 was different, in this regard, from 
that between 1600 and 1900. 5 
5. English and Scottish Ponular Ballads, P• xxiii. 
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Anothe~pieoe of ·evidence that minstrel author~ 
ship did not exist,. according to Professor 
Kittredge, 1~ that there is no .1'speoial connection 
between the professional minstrel and the great 
·mass of pQpular ballads, but we do find an intimate, 
oonneationbetween the minstrels and works of an 
altogether different order. Ballads are one thing: 
the' medieval spielmannsdiehtung or minstrel poetry 
: is· ,=mother. The two, categories are recognized :as 
distinct by all'literary historians. In faot, they 
a.Te muo~ more .than dis'tinot. they are inoor.omensurable. 
' '
lt is not conceivable tha·t the same order of mind 
and the same habit of thought should have produced 
· them both.·lt 6 Even though minstrels may not have
had anything to do with the .authorship of the ballads, 
I 
they v1ere undoubtedly instrumental in spreading them, 
·and in passing them on to posterity. 
A third theory as to the origin of the 
, ballad of England is that 1 t was borrowed from 
Franoe and Denmark. In spite of marked simila:r:ities 
- .
between the early ballads.of these countries" I can 
see no reason for believing that the English did 
not· have ballads of their own as early as did the 
others. We have already mentioned the faot that 
.§.• Ibid., p.: xx111. 
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many ba1lads actually existed long before they 
were available· in ~ritten form, which may account 
for the belief that, because in ~nglan~ the 
ballads did not appear early,. they were borrowed. 
Similarities in·the ballads of the three countries 
m.aY easily be accounted for. Not only the Danes:, 
but also the French were in direct contact with · 
the English people by reason of their invasions. 
In addition to this fact we. must remember that 
the minstrels often traveled far, and that they 
may easily .have mingled different ballads -together, 
forming new ones. 
Of the -three theories conc·e~ing the 
origin of the ballad, the most likely is the fir.st, 
and it is this one which is generally adopted • 
.Po.pular ballads may be classified in · 
various ways. Perhaps the most useful, as well as
most convenient manner of olassifioation is 
according to theme. In Tynes of Poetry, edited 
by jacob Zeitlin and Olara.Rinaker, the following 
grouping is made: . ballads of legendary and histori-
cal exploits, of which Chevy Chase and any of the 
Robin Hood ballads are noteworthy examples; ballads 
of £olk-lore and superstition, .suoh as The Vfife of 
Usher•s Well and The Daemon Lover; :ballads of 
:romance, including such.poems as The Ma.id Freed 
from the Gallows.; a..'ld ballads of tragio passion, 
like Edward,,. Jra.ir Margaret and Sweet William, and 
Bonny Barbara Allan. 
The ballads of the·latter group are 
generally concerned with the unhappy side of 
passionate love:. ·orten one of the lovers is un-· 
faithful, parents or brothers of the bride object 
to the .marriage, .a non-human personage appears to 
alienate .t~e affections of one of the lovers, or 
a tragio death causes unhappiness or despair. The 
stealing of a bride is a common subject, as is also 
betrayal. Usually the love affair end.a something . 
like that of Faire .Margaret and Sweet William~ 
Lady Mart.aret died on the overnight, 
. Sweet William died on·· th.e morrow; 
Lady Margaret died for pure~ pure 1
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ove, 
· . Sweet, \Villi.am died for sorrow. 
Seldom do we find two happy loir.~rs. 
The popul~ ballads a:re n.ot all tragic, 
" '
howeve~, and we find that in the historical OT 
legendary ballads, espeoially, there is often a 
7 • English and Scottish Popular Ballads,. P•· 159. 
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note o~ lightness and even an occasional flash of 
hu.mor. In Robin Hood .and the Biahon of Hereford, 
for example, when the bishop learns that he is 1n 
the hands of the well known Robin,, the situation is 
humorous: 
•opardon, O pardon.• said the Bishop, •o pardon. I thee prayl 
For if I had known it had been you, 
I'd have gone some other way.• 8 
There is .a tendenoy for the humor of the ballads to 
become too coarse, espeoially in-those belonging to 
the lower classes of society. Fortunately, perhaps, 
a large nwnber of such ballads have not survived. 
Structurally, .the pqpular ballad is gener-
ally very simple. The rhythmio form is the ttfour 
aooent couplet known in popula.I' song. \Vi th the 
refrain this couplet formed a quatrain; in later 
· and longer ballade, as also in some of the short 
..
tteituntiontt; ballads,· the refrain is rE?.plaoed by a
second a.11d four~h line, constituents of the regular 
stanza, which may be an actual aubstltut1on for the 
refrai~ or else simply the three accent portion 
of the old septinarius.« 9
8. English and Scottish Ballads, p. 362 
9. Cambridge History of English Literature, II• p.450 
A stanza· typical of the popular ballad 
is this one from A True Tale of Robin Rood. 
It 1s a tale of" Robin Hoodi'. 
)V111oh I to you will ·te ·l, 
Whioh being rightly unders:tood.. . 
Tkn will l , 10 · 4 ·. ow · .· p ease you well. 
Not all ·stanzas f'ollow thi's conventional form,. 
however. and we 1:3:ote many variations of it. ·often 
the: rhyme is :faulty• the lines are of ·:unequal length, 
and the number of iines in a stanza varies, even 
w1 thin a single poem~ In the well known ballad of 
Sir Oauline are several stanzas like t11is one: 
Faire Ohristabelle, that ladye bright,, 
Was had :f ox·the of the tov1re; . · 
But ever she droopeth in. her minde, 
As: nipt by an ungentle winde· .. ··.·. 
Dothe some fa.ire lillye flowre~ 11 
\'le cannot sa.fely malce assertions about the : 
irregulari ttes of form o.Z the popu1a.r, ballad, be-· 
oam~e oral tradi tlon is often responsible for. the 
defects which we find in the printed versions. 
If we.aoaept·the communal origin of the new type 
weoan readily believe that the ballads were usually 
quite :rhythmical., and that ·the conventional four 
;1ne stanza, with its si:q.ging ~ov~ment, was.almost 
10~· ~nglisb and Scottish Popular Ballads1 P• 341 
LL. Percy, Bishop, Rel1gues of Ancient En~lish Poetry, 
~ii! 
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invariably, possibly always, the original form. 
I 
It may be well, here, to say a word about
the refrain, incremental repetitio11, and the use 
of dialogue in the popular ballads~ There are 
several d:tffe.rent types of refrain. Concerning 
this, Mr. T.F.Henderson says: 
Often the refrain is apposite to 
the tenor of the ballad, and sometimes 
it oondenses its sentiment, its wild 
passion or ita pathos with peouliar 
nower. When the refrain 1a of this 
variety, the ballad itself is almost i11variably 
of a suparior kind, or originally has been 
so; but the meaningless :refrain., or the· 
refrain introduced malapropoa may be as old 
as the other. 12 
There are many examples of the different types of 
refrain, in the collections of popular ballads, 
but I shall discuss them in a later chapter of 
this work 1 so tha;t they need not be oi ted here. 
\
"Incremental r~pe.titiqn"·, so na.m~y 
Professor Ownmere, 'is very much l!ke a refrain, 
except that it is more valuable in advancing the 
story. Sometimes it consists in simple verbal 
repetition, ;as is the case in "Thia is the House 
that Jack Built,u and again 1t consists in a more 
-12. Henderson, T.F. , The Ballad in Literature• p.16 
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elaborate torm. This repet;L tlon is especially. 
effective, accio:rding to ~rof'es~or Sidgwiek1 nwhen 
used to drop the eU?'tain on ·the ballad·. ul~any
of the best ballads show tl1is meth9d .in the 
p:rooess o-r construction. 
. T~1e,, use of dialogu~ gives to the ballad 
a particularly dramatic eff eot,; and i.s found in a 
very great number of the popular ballads. . It 
generally takes the form.of question and answer, 
and the final answer fr~quently sums up the whole 
situation which is probably tragic. ·Edward• EdVJard 
'is an outs·tah.d.ing exarnple of the_ use of dialogue. 
This composi'tion is well known for its dramatic 
intensity and its strong tragic element •. 
The diet-ion Used in popular ballads is 
remarkably simple and natural. ••The balladJ 1 as 
Mxr. )Gummere says• ffshuns metaphor·and all striving 
for f:igurative effect. ;t is simp1e in that there 
.1S. no play of :fanoy 1n epithet~ phrase or word, 
or in"th~ arrangement of words and ph:rasea .. " 14 
13.,~.The Ballad •. ' P• 9
14. The Cambridge History of English Literature, It1 
P• 461 
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,There are a ~eat many stock expressions 
found in the old ballads but they do not take from 
the effectiveness of the.work. Like the.refrain, 
they are so much a part of the ballad machinery 
that we soaroely think of the ballad without them. 
II.
This swift survey of the populai- ballad 
is very inadequ~te, but 1t may serve ·as a brief 
introduction to the 11 terary ballad, \1:1hioh has 
develoi]'"' ed out of 1 t, but which is now, in many 
.respects, independent. The chief difference 
between the two types ie that the literary one 
takes shape under the pen of a conscious artist, 
who aims. to tran$mit his work to other persons. to 
have 1 t become a definite p~t of .11 terature,· 
while, as has been mentioned before., the authorship 
of the popular ballad is unknown1 and 1 t has no 
marks of individuality that can help us to assign 
15 
it to any.certain poet. 
The writer of ~he literary balladma.y 
use, and. gene"l'ally does use.,,, the. same tl1emes as 
thQse in the old ballad,_ but he often elaborates 
on them:r or gives them a studied simp~ioity unli~e 
the. naive simplicity of the older tYPe·. There is 
a r.efinement of human passion, subtlety of char~ 
aoterization, structural perfection, and a purity 
of expression that 1,ve do not ·often find in the pop .... 
ular 'ballad. The.artist studies his-d.iotion and
phraseology; he experiments with:verse forms, and 
.ever eonsoiously strives :for certain definite· 
effeots. The literary ballad is certainly the work 
of an. artist,, and not a production of the common
_people. 
Some of.the externals of the'popular 
ballad have been used e.ffeotively by the balladis~s 
of later times. The refrain1. incremental repet1,tion, 
dialogue, and often the conventional metrical' 
structure of the old type have been successfully· 
employed by many of the artists of the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries, and in fact, some of the 
best narrative poems of the p.eriod are 1n part 
16 
imitations of the popular ballads. 
Important among these are, unquestionably, 
several of the well known. pieces of Dante Gabriel 
Rossetti. As to which of his poems should be 
grouped·under the ballad heading, however, there is 
so much difference of opinion that I have thought 
it necessary to pay much atten·tion to olaseifioation 
and definition •. The term ballad poetry, then, as 
used in this study, will apply to an impersonal 
na:rrative poem oonoerned with love or a historical 
event. The story is woven about a single episode 
in the lives of the charaotersJ! and is drruuatio in 
tone. Th~ verse form may vary, but usually it is 
simple. A refrailt or some similar device may be 
employed to add to the effeotiveness of the poem, 
but for the most part the author is not .bound b.Y 
a:ny conventional usages. 
In view of this definition.. I have 
classified ae lSallads based on historical events, 
The ·w111 te Shin and The Kinp~ts Tragedy; ~d as 
ballewc1S in which the theme is love, ~lster Helen, 
Rose 1iarv, Troy Town, Eden Boi.~er, Stra~ton. Water •. 




Blessed Dan1~zel,. whioh are,. in my estimation, 
the most.oharaoteristic oi Roasetti 1 e ballads• 
·and the most interesting of his poems as a whole. 
Many persons may object to my inol'uding The Bride's 
·frelude and . ·.rhe Ble13eed. Damoze1 in tho class if 1oat1on 
. with the others., but in spite of the 1yr1oa1 
qual~ties of .the poems, they have all the ohar-
aoteristios·of the litera:ry ballad just. listed. 
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Chapter It. 
FAOTS IN ROSSET'rI•S LIFE THA'r INFLUEMCED 
HIM IM vmITI!~G BALLAD POE'rRY 
) 
It is not surprising that Dante Gab.rte! 
Rossetti v1as an author of ballad poetry. Rather., 
we wonder that, interested as he was in it, he 
wrote relatively so few ballads. It is always 
diffioult, as well as somewhat unsatisfactory, to 
attempt to trace the ~nfluenoes whioh lead a man 
to write one tYl)e of poetry rather than anotheia, 
but there are faots 1n Roseetti•s life, traits in 
his character, and certain dominant tendencies in 
his work a.s an artist that seem to have had some 
be~ing, direct or indireot,·upon his writing of 
ballad poetry. · First, a hasty review of the facts 
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·1n his ·11:f'e w1.ll throw some light upon espeolallr 
the early in~luences of' envirownent upon his ,wo:rk. 
·Perhaps Rossetti would have written ballade,. even 
if his home and parentage had been different from. 
what they we:ce, but there is every reason to think 
.that his surroundings 1:'lad muo11 to do with his choice 
or material for writing. 
Dante Gabriel Rossetti was born 1n London, 
on r~ay 121 . 1828, of Italia.11 parents. His father, 
Gabriele Rossetti,. was an exile f.rorn the south of 
I.taly,,. who had fallen into disfavor because of his 
revo~utionary ideas, too freely expressed in 
political treatises, patriotic songs, and poems. 
Although nomina.1ly a Roman Catholic,. he was opposed 
to Papal authority, and had abandoned the practice 
·of his religlous dut1es. He was a freethinke'r, 
highly intellectual, and a write:r of no lU;tle note. 
Dante Gabriel's mother was a member of the Polodori 
f amil1r, a family of considerable promii1enoe in 
Italy and later in England, highly cultured, 
refined:> and a devout member of the Church o:f 
England. Her children were ever intensely devoted 
to her., at the srune tiine that they held their 
ao 
father some~hat in awe. 
· The Rossetti home wa.s one in which there 
was early an-opportunity for enjoying literature· 
an.d all that goe~ with it. 'rhe four children 
of. wl1om the eldest was but a l.i ttle rnore than 
four yea:r:a older thru1 the younge·st,, early in 
life showed a liking for reading. The choice of 
reading matter had much to do with Dante Gabriel's 
appreciation of the ballad. He read, among muoh 
else, the ballads of Sir Walter Scott; a number 
of the old popular ballads ·ri.hich I?eroy had 
collected, and both prose and poetry in whioh 
ballad material, if not ballad methods. ,vas con-
tained. Among thes,a latter were The A:rab1an Nights, 
Keightley• s Fairy My:tholof!Y.,. Monk LE~wis •s Ta.lea of
Wonder. and Legends of Terror, and Pierce Egan•s 
xoma.noe, .Robin Hooct. · 
· The Rossetti home was peouliarly Italian 
in atmosphere, and this fact probably had muoh to 
do with the development of Dante Gabriel's ima.gina-
. .•
tion. He is described hy all his biographers as 
being strongly Italianate in disposition and tern.. 
peramen:t. Yet., considering politics ·ana. literature, 
· 21 
there were t'WO ways· in. which the Italian spirl t -of the housel1old had the opnoai te effect from that
. ·-
which one might reasonably expect 1 t to have had. 
Mr. A.C.Benson,. in his exoellen.t biography of 
Roase.,Gti, describes the home conditions and their 
partial effect upon Dante Gabriel in this way;
The household had few English acquaint-
ances, but Mr. w.11.Rossetti· sa.yei that "it 
seems hardly an exaggeration to say tha.t
every Italian staying in or passing through 
London, of · a 11beral mode bf pol~tioal 
· opinion, sought out my fa.the:r, to' make or 
renE:nv acquaintance witb. him .• • • Italian 
patriots. artists, 1; ter.ary men, inusicians, 
·vender~ of. plaster-casts. dancing masters-
eoclesiaetica of every kind oongregated tllere.tt 
• • • . T'.ae ohildren spoke Italian in· 
the house and listened . to perpetual declamatory: 
political table talk, idealistic aspirations, 
~eo.i tations. of poetry, ancl ren1inisoenoes· of 
Ita1y. . . . . 
It is in·teresting to note that this 
seems to have developed in D.G.Rossetti an 
extreme hatred of pol1 tics • •. • For . 
political ideals and prlnoiplee he seems to 
have had a.fa.int sympathy; but for praoticar 
politics he hacl what can only be called an 
. aversion. almost a.mounting to detestation. n 15 
This aversion may have been a·very 
fortunate on·e for it certainly kept Rosse~ti from ~ 
any polit~cal work; and one who had a father so 
15 ... Benson, A.O., Roseetti 1 ·pp. s-..:7. · 
deeply interested in political .writings and 
discussions might easily have followedin·the 
paxent•s footsteps. 
Dante Gabriel's fathe:r was an ardent 
student of :nante,· and as Denson says; 
He was fond of abstl'use mystical 
sp~qulations on the subject of the poems • 
28 
• ~ Nothing that Darrte wrote was allowed to 
pe capable of simply and natural· interpreta"'"" 
tion; every passage and every wo:rd was an 
elaborate vehicle for the concealment of 
some mystical speculat.ion or political ·tdea, 
a.nd the highest pxaise for a book, in 
Gabriele Rossetti•e mouth., was that it ,vas 
a 111ibro sommamente ~istico". 
The ?8SU.l t 011 the children .\WJ3 that . 
though i:ihey viewed their fatherts studies. 
with respect, the books which he loved were 
understood no·;; to "do to l'ead1• ~ .• • 
Speaking generally, ~he studies of their 
fat'fier may be said to have thrown the . 
children, by a species o:f reaction, rather 
decidedly into the study of English lite:i;ature. 
·They read poetry, tales, and wholesome old 
books,. and b~gan ,,fBY ea.i~ly ~:O ., try thei:r 
hand at writ1.ng. .. . 
I11 later years Dante Gabriel re-discovered 
Dante, and beoarne an enthusiastic stuclent of· this 
great poe·t ts works. He not only translated some
of Dante•s compositions, but also used them as 
themes for many of b.is paintings. Rossetti's ~, _________________________ _ 
~.6 .• Benson, A.O., .Rossetti, PP• 7-8. 
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poe~y might po·ssibly have had a di:fferent tone 
had his early reading been d1reoted and influenced 
by the preferenceel ,of his father. He might never 
have been so intensely ;nterested in the old 
ba1lade as he .was •. and·on the whole, his early 
rea.d:tng was raore that of the no:rmal boy than it 
might otherwise have been. 
Dante Gabriel Rossetti's schooling 1s 
·. gi·ven but brief treatment by his biographers, 
and brief treatment will suffice for this study. 
· It is enough to say. that most of his education 
was reo-eived at King•s College Sohool,, where ha 
atten.ded from l,t'JS7--1842., Be made few f.rienda and 
:was probably not B..t."1 exceptional student. He 
shO\ved1 howeve:r:, an aptitude for·. languages, and
is said to have learnednLatin and Frenoll well:,. 
German. fairly,. and Greek' but little. •• · 17 
When he ,11as .about tw·el ve years old, 
Rossetti wrote his first ballad, ~ir .H}!gh th~ 
Heron,. ·which wa.s · certainly not notable except as 
ind.icating hie.early leaning to~ard literature. 
In 1ater, years Rossetti dreaded to hear this peem 
mentioned, because he considered it as a most 
17. Benson, A.O., Rossetti, p.9. 
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inferior- piece of wo·rk. It showed, however, that 
early in his career he ~nas attJ:acted to the ballad 
subject-matter and style. The poem does not exist 
today unless it is in a private collection of old 
manuscripts. 
Sometime a.bout his fiftee11th year, Rossetti 
t:ranslated, and quite creditably,, it · is bel~eved, · 
Bflrger• s Lenore. This old ballad, according to 
Beers,, ••was set as a school oopy· for. every young 
romanticist in tur.n to try his •p:rentice hand upon." 18 
Whether or not this translation had a 
"' 
direct.influence on Rossetti's next work one cannot 
say ,ivith certainty, but since he wrote another 
ballad. ~oon after tliis, it is quite poesibl e that 
the translation did direct him to some extent. The 
new ballad• 1{!.l.liam and Marie._ wa.s a shorter poem 
tllan Str Hugh the Heron:, and was written, aooording 
to William Rossetti, "in a style which is oompouncl~,
ed of Walter Sbdtt and the old Scottish ballads; 
it may also present some trace of Bflrger•s Lenore." 19. 
This poem wast if anything, inferior to his 
earlie:r ballad, and his brother stated that the 
18. Beers, H. , ,Bomanticism of the 19th century .... P• 297 
19. Rossetti, ;11.1.t. ,, Dante Gabriel Rossetti: 1 Letters 
and a Memoir, vol •. t, P• 85. 
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editor to wnom Dante Gabriel ·had sent it hen ·the
good sense not to accept it.· The subject matte~ 
was similar to that in .§,i:r B\tgh the Heron~ It wae 
; . . . 
the sto:ry of a ·11ioked knight who Yms k1~lled by a flash 
of lightning aftel! 'he he.d slain a virtuous knight_ 
aricl had tl1rovm the latter's lady'"'"'love into a moat."
' . 
Even at this early time,·Roseet~1·showed 
..
an inol.ination to11ard .everything savo~ing of 
. chivalry and everything tllat v,as medieval'.. His 
art vrorlc-... :fo:r Rossetti· was a paintet · as 1-vell as a 
poet--'Ras likewise· lr..flllenced by this inclination,: 
and at,this period his notebook contained..dra.wings 
bearin_g such titles as "A Romance of tl1e Fourteenth 
Century," tl'fhe Genius about to Kil1 .the .Princess 
of the Isle of Ebo11y, » and «Retribution, ;.Sir Guy 
de Linton. n As ls quite evident,, the drawings 
were ·of knights and ladi,es,;.,_draw;ngs that might · 
· easily suggest ballad J?Oetry .~ 
About this time Dante Roesett.1 •began to . 
think seriously of studying painting, ancl began to 
1ook . around for r;i.11 aoaclemy of"· a:rt. · The first . school! ' ! 
chosen was knoirm as nsass' si,n which was managed by 
Mr. r.s.Cary, a painter of no very great ability. 
Rossetti :rema.ined there £01: about four years, after '. 
! . 
which. time he entered the·1ntique School of the Royal 
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Academy. Here he met Ford Madox Brown, "and recog-
nized a new spirit at \1rork, _a spi:ri t of o:riginality 
and fidelity, of revo1 t again.st stereoscoped 
trad~tions. '' 20 This had considerable. influence 
on his i.vorlt, especially on his painting. 
As far as this study is concerned, the 
chief interest in tho ca1--ee:r. of Rossetti at the 
Royal Academy, lies in the effect which it 1.vas to 
have o,n his poetic woi"lk. With his growing en-
thusiasm in pa1nti.ng, hia en·thusiasm for al1 things 
medieval also increased. nne lived and thought in 
the 1Uc1dle Ages. n 21 The li torature which he most 
enjo1red was ·the literature that dealt with this 
period. In "prose he had a taste for the legendai-y, 
the strange, the supernatural,· combined with a great 
relish for huraorous writing of any .tirae • • •
In 1847 he disooveretl Browning, and everything else 
sank into the background; he revelled in the passion, 
the dramatic perception• the medievaliem or· 
Browning •. " 22 
20; Benson, Rossetth, P• 11. 
21. Heai-n, Lafcadio, Studies in Rossetti• p.l. 
22. Benson, .t~. c., _Rossetti, p. 12. 
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The interest 1n things medieval. probably 
had as much as anything else to do w1th the 
·organization, in l,8481 Qf the celebrated Pre(fW 
I 
Raphaelite 'brotherhood,: o:f which Rossett~ was one 
of the most enthusiastic members. This society, 
al though begun·· 1n .~he interest -of painting, had 
c&Ttain not unwortliy literary reslll.ts. The basic 
feature of the Pre.-Ra.phaeli te movement was unoonv·en-
ti onal. i ty. The members of the brotherhood 23 pro ..... 
posed to turn to artists of the age befo:re that o'f 
B.aphael for their inspiration. The artists of the 
folll]teenth and f.ifteenth centuries were not to 
. b~ considered models:, but the Pre-Raphaelites felt 
·that,, like· them. they ttould develop painting on. 
their own. 1nit1ftti.ve and their ow. principles, not 
being bou.n.d, as they bel.1eved other English artists 
of the nineteenth century were• by the old 
conventional. principles of Raphael ·and others of his 
age. The:r·e is really no reason h<3re for going into 
al1 the doctrines of the l?.R.B. • as they called. 
themselves, £or we are not primarily concerned with 
the.se principles except aa they were shown in 
llterature. Before the Brothe:rhood was very firmly 
a3.. The persons belonging to this Brotherhood ware 
Wm. Holman Hunt and John Everret Millais,, both 
painter$; Tho·s. Woolver, a sculptor and poet; 
li'~ederiok Stephens, Ja..tnes Collinson, and Wm. 
and Dante G. Rossetti. · 
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established,, the members decided to include the 
study of literature as ,vell as 'of painting in their' 
plan, and elected W.M.Rossetti, a brother of Dante 
Gabriel', to uphold their principles in that phase 
of the work. 
For the purpose of presenting their 
ideals and prinoiples to the people, the Pre-
Raphaelites decided to publish a small periodical, 
which they named The Germ. Only four numbers of the 
magazine were ever issued, for 1 t was not a finan-' 
oia.l success, and tlle Brotherhood could not afford 
to keep it in existence. _The Germ itself is not an 
attracti,,-.e magazine, but 1t contains some really 
excellent \!1ork which is quite charaoter1stio of 
the Pre-Raphaelites. Dante Gab:riel Rossetti's 
Blessed Damozel was one of the finest poems pub-
lished in ·the periodical, and· 1ndeed it was no·t 
long before the author was doing all that he could 
to help his brother keep The Germ alive. This in-
terestin the magazine was largely reponsible for 
his enthusiasm in ,writing, at this time. Siete:r 
: ; 
Helen and The Bride• s Prelude were arnong the poems
which he wrote or :rmvrote. They are both of the 
ballad type, and indicate.that Rossetti had not 
been discouraged by his early attempts in that 
field. It wae a source of regret to Rossetti, 
the elder, that his son seemed,, in this period, to 
be neglecting his painting for writing, and he 
ret11onst:rated,. with him, 1,vi th the result that Dante 
Gabriel resumed the painting. 
In seeking for subjects fo.r his pictures, 
Rosset~i, as in hi'El early days,. turned to the Middle 
Ages. The Arthurian legends held a peculiar a.ttrao...,, 
tion for him• and···i~ome of the best of his pictures 
had as subjects the knights and ladies of the 
famous legends. It is little wonder that when he 
again turned to poetl'y he had a store of material 
that was especially suited to the ballad which he 
had always loved. It is true that there is no bal-· 
lad of his dealing entirely with the Arthurian 
legends,, but it is equall,Y true that there is in 
nearly every one of his ballad poems·an air of 
medievalism and a baolcground against whicn there 
might well have been Arthurian knights and .~ .. adies. 
It was sometime .in the year o~.1850 that 
Rossetti met a very :beautiful girl·· Elizabeth 
Eleanor Siddal, \ti th whom ,he soon fell .violently 
in love,. and to whom, .in 1851, he became engaged. 
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Miss Siddal, who was referred to as ntfzzie, » or . 
"Guggums, ff in Rossetti• s letters, _ivas in_ very poor 
health •. aµd partly because of this, _and 'partly be-
cause Rossetti was not financially able at this 
time to set up housekeoping, .their. engagement last-
ed until 1880, when they finally married •. 
Rossetti1s wife.was a talented person, 
and was interested in both painting and writing. 
Although she was far less capable than her husband 
in both kinds of work,,she wae undoubtedly a help 
-
aud an inspiration to him •. Probably more than 
anyone else she helped to keep him interested in 
his work.. In view of our study of his ballad 
poetry, a pertinent excerpt from one of hie letters 
belonging to the_period of his engagement may be 
quoted:·
I thinlt I told you that she {Lizzie) -and 
I are going to illustrate the old Scottish 
Ballads which Allingham is editing for Rut-
ledge. 24 
This letter which was dated 1854 was written to 
Ford Madox Brown who a little later• records in 
his diary, an event whtoh has something to do with 




the same subjeot, that is, Rossetti's interest in 
. Ballads: 
· · Un at nine. Sat talking to Gabrial about 
-po etl.'y- until two in the morning. He read me 
a.n imitat'ion of an old Scottish ballad 
(;3tratton Water) which is extremely beautiful, 
with critiques .of 11; oy·Allingham. 28 
During the period of his engagement and 
the t.wo short years of his married life, Rossetti 
continued quite diligently at bo·th his painting and 
poetio work, but with ·the tragic death of Lizzi.e, 
caused by an overdose of laudanum, 'he seemed to lose 
interest in everything. . 11he well known story of 
his p~acing the manuscripts which contained all of 
his poetio vm:rk• up to this time~ in: Lizzie's 
coffin allows that. he then ·thought that his career 
as a poet. was to be forever· sacrificed. Much that 
is best in his work would 1ndeec1 have been saori.fio-
ed had not solicitous friends prevailed upon him, 
seven years later, to recover the manuscripts and 




didnot, as ia sometimes thought, 
become a solitary, given to morbid brooding,_ after 
25. Ibid.• P• 19-20. 
his wife•e death, nor did he abandon entirely his 
work. ·For several years his ~oetio production was 
of a small amount, and indeed there is no :r:eoord 
of any poems between the years 1862 and 1865, but 
his painting occupied much of. his time. Soon after 
his wife's death he had moved to a house at Eheyne 
Walk• and there,. in company with A.C.Swinburne and 
George Meredith, he continued living in.much the, 
same manner as before. He·had, no doubt, moments 
of gfeat sadness and gloom, but he was not wrapped 
in melancholy, as some pexsons like to believe he 
was. Neither Swinburne nor Meredith remained long 
at Cheyne Walk, and within a few years we' find 
Rossetti. alone, :happy~ or at least. reasonably· so, 
in living as he wished to, busy at his art work, 
and able, when he desired to do so, to entertain 
his sinall circle of f3.9iends. 
During these ye~s Rossetti began to 
dabble in spiritualism. He seemed to be obsessed 
with the desire to find some means of communicating 
with his dead wife, and turned eagerly toward 
spiritualism with ail its strange work~ngs: 
V1hether Rossetti had any real belief 
in spiritualism, or whether he wanted to per-
suade himself that he had, I oan hardly say. 
He was of a highly imaginative nature, and 
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,everythlng_that appertained to the myst1o had 
a strange fasotnation :for him. In spiritualism 
he took aninte:rest for some ·time; he went to 
. all the pri .. ,ate seances to which_ he happ.ened 
to be invited• and now and again, would give 
me an account of them • .• . • . the interest 
displayed by Rossetti towards evexything bear-
ing on the oooult gave an insight ·to _his 
nature,. and however inconsequential these in .. 
oidenta may_appear, they show how largely both 
his poetry and his painting were influ,enoed by
the bent of his.mind in that direotion._and 
his yearning for the unseen. 26 
Rossetti• a ballads ~specially show his 
<.interest in thJ.s sort of thing. There is an air 
of rrr-;stery about some- of them. and a iwelling upon 
·unseen foroes that stror.tgly suggests this attempted 
oommunioation with other-world spirits. Rose Mary 
is an outstanding example of this. 
One can aoaroely say -with truth that
Rossetti was suddently interested. in spiritualism, 
for there had been sinoe hi:s youthful days,: a
strong tendency in him toward all that savored of 
it. William Rossetti testifies that "any writing 
about devils, spectres, or the supernatural 
generally ....... had always a strange fascination for him. tl · 27 
as.. Dunn• H~T. •· Recollections of Dante Gabriel 
. }!osse·tti and his Oirole, PP• 55-62. 
27. Beers:, H., Roma.11tioism of the Nineteel!!h_ 
Century f: P• 300 
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In another oon...'l.eotion, Wm. Rossetti says of this. 
love in Dante Gabriel for the unea.:rtly: 
As a freethinker, he (the f.ather of the · 
boysJ/ was natu.rally exempt from popular super~ 
stitions-did not believe in ghosts, second 
sight, etc.; and the srune statement holds good 
for our mother. In tl:i,is respect Dante Gabriel, 
as soon as his min.d was a little formed, · 
differed from his parents; being quite willing 
to·. enterta.in, in any given oase, the question 
whether a ghost or demon had made his appear-
ance or not, and. having indeed a d~oided bias 
towards suspecting that he hacl. ~ 
Much has been written about this tendenoy 
of Rossetti;.and famillarity with his poems 
corroborates the biographers 1. statements. Sister 
Helen might e.3.sily· lead one to bel~eve that the
poet was a student of demonology and witchcraft. 
However that may be, Rossetti knew enough ~d was 
sufficiently interested in the subject to make it 
an elemen·h of great strength in his balla.ds. 
The last ten or twelV<3 yea.rs .of Rossetti• s 
life ware marked by a grea.t deal of worry and un- · 
happiness. In 1870, or thereabouts,.he began the 
use of chloral, a drug whioh was said to be excellent· 
as a relief·foT insomnia. For a long time Rossetti 
2a.. D.G.Rossetti; Letters and a Memoir, p. 12. 
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had been a victim of the most torturing insomnia. 
and being naturally of a slightly impatient dis-
position, he fotm.d thia sleeplessness almost un-
bearable. •rhe friend who ·recommended the use of the 
drug as a re1nec~y was honestly ~aware of the harmful 
effects o:r it, and truly ignorant of the results 
wh1oh could attend its use. Without any intention 
of so doing, Rossetti beoame before.long an addict 
to the chloral, and 1 t was -probably otving to this 
undesirable habit that his health soon became some-
what impaired •. and that he beoame general'ly quite 
unhappy. He had not sufficient moral strength to 
break the bonds which united him to the.miserable 
habit, and had it not been that he wa.s _blessed with 
devoted relatives and friends, there is no telling 
i.vhat might have 'become of him. 
At one time during this period, Rossetti 
was morbidly. intent upon suicide, and in fact, made 
a serious attempt to take hia o~life·by swallowing 
laudanum. It is rather unusual that there seemed
to be no·· i_ntelleotual weakening of; Rossetti then, 
and that some; of the best of his. work, both_in 
poetry and painting,, belongs to this period. It is 
interesting that t.wo of his best' -ballads· ,vere written 
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during the time when he was almost ready .to give 
up all hope. These ballads, The King's Tragedy and 
The \Vhi te Ship, were written as a challenge. The 
story is told ·thus by T. Hall Oaine. The friend 
referred to ls evidently Mr. Theodore Vlatts: 
The friend went on to induce Rossetti to 
tvri te a ballad; and this purpose he f 1nall1 
achieved by challenging the poet•s ability to 
compose in the simple, direct .. and empha.tio 
style -which is the style of the ballad proper, 
as distinguished. from the -elaborate, ornate, 
and condensed diction whioh he had hitherto 
worked in (it would be better to say "which 
he had generally hitherto worked in,_u for 
there were instances to the contrary-such as 
Stratton Water). Put upon his mettle, the 
'outcome was that he wrote The White Shin and 
af terwaxds The KinR' e Tragedy. 29 b
Roaaetti•s strength was declining, 
however, and this work was a great strain on him. 
He said to Hall Caine. "~twas as though my own 
1. f 30 , · 1 e ebbed· out with it. c,n Indeed there were 
few years remaining to Rossetti after this. 
Already he had been troubled with a mental dis-. 
o:rder whioh made him think that everyone was leagued 
with his enemies against him. At times he quarreled 
VIith his best friends. -r.vho were, as always, dolng 
89, Rossetti,· \V.M. D.G.Rossetti~ Letters and a 
Memoir, P• 368 
30• .!!?i&.•, P• 369
\.
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all in. their power to b~ing him comfort and 
happiness. A change of surroundings was suggested, 
and immediately several ·or his friends accompanied. 
hiin to a country place· in Oumberla..rid~ There he 
.found ruo1·e mental delusions awaiting him, and . it t,ras 
a matter of but a few tveeks until he was back at
Cheyne Walk. 
In. December of 1881, Rossetti had a 
. pestial paralytic stroke, and Although he reoove.red 
almost entirely from. this, he was ailing in health 
un~il hie death. on Ap~il 10, 1882,. at Bi:rohington, 
· whither he had gone a :few months before this time 
. in the hope of being benefited by the sea breezes. 
_One·of the.last poems which waa written 
by Rossetti v,~s.a ballad, .Jan.Van Hunks. It was 
written in March, a·few.weeks before his death • 
. Of this ballad his brother v,ri test 
I have always 0011sidered that his. ta.king 
up on his. deathbed that extremely grim and · 
uncan11y though partly bantering ther.ae of .Jan 
Van Hunks--a fatal smoking-auei with. the~
devill who trundles soul and,body off to hell--
. furnished a strong attestation. of the :resolute 
spirit in .which my brother contemP.la·ted his · 
own end,, rapidly approaching and {by himself. 
still more than by any others) clearly :fore-
seen; for a man who is in a panio a~ to .his own 
pro,peots in· any future world would be apt to 
drop any such subject like a hot coal. ·He 
enjoyed immensely writing the ballad., so Miss 
Caine. :sa.ysJand laughed with us as he read it 
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· bit by bit every night." At some other 
times also• according t.o this lady, he. was 
in high spirits; and on one occasion he told 
her some tales :from- The Arabian ~rights.. 31 
To the very last, we see, Rossetti . 
retained h1a early liking for the ballad and the 
material .which served as suitable subject matter 
for it. He had intimated ~tone time that he 
intended to write a ballad about Joan of A:rc and 
. another about Abra.ham Lincoln. In the latter he 
had intended to bring in something of the story 
of John Brown, but as :far as is known, he never 
attempted either of these subjects. 
In this review of Roseetti•s life 
emphasis has been placed upon the incidents that 
led him to the choice of the ballad as a medium 
for poetic inspiration. Inoidentally, some of 
the oharaoteristioa of the rt.tan have been pointed 
out, charaoterietica suoh as his love for reading, 
especially ballads and old romantic tales. his tend-
ency toward all that savored of the supernatural 
and the unusual, his love for all that was of the 
Middle Ages, and his highly developed powers of 
· imagination. 1rhere remain but few other traits 
31. Rossetti, ·Vl.M. D. G.Rosse·tti, Letters and a 
Memoir, p. 392. 
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.. to be discussed in connection with his work in 
the field of ballad poetry •• 
Rossetti, from e~ly childhood• had a 
deep appreciation of dra~atio situations, and took 
some interest in acting, with his brother and 
sisters., scenes from the plays which they had read. 
A young schoolmaster once came to the Rossetti 
home on business and was greeted by the sight .of 
the four children busily engaged in a kind o:f
dramatic :representation of a soene from one of Sir 
Walter .Scott•s books. In· this sort of play it is 
probably that Dante Gabriel was the leader.. T~ere 
are · instanoefi of his tJ!ying to repl."oduoe scenes
from several of Shakespeare•s plays, especially 
from HaJnlet and Othello, for which he s.eems to have 
· had a particular liking. To one with an apprecia-
tion of d?ama, the ball~d wa.s oerta1n to have an 
app~a.1. It may be mentioned in.passing that 
Rossetti•s·own ballads are peculiarly dramatic 
genet>a.1ly. Sister Helen is especially noted for 
its;dramatia intensity. 
Rossett,1."s being of an Italianate rather 
. than of an English di·sposi tion may have had much
influence. on his ohoioe of subj~ct matter for his 
poems. He was wholly uninspired by any of the 
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. politic~! movements, or so1ent1fio. discoveries of 
his day.. U~ seemed to be eri.ti:rely concerned with 
the subject of human relationships. In hie sonnets 
as iv ell as in his ballads one finds examples of this. 
For an impersonal presentation of these human re-
lations, the ballad 11as particularly ,vell .suited. 
-He is much concerned with the tragedy of life, and 
conventional ballad themes, as has been mentioned 
be:tore, are based largely on th!s very thing. Is 
it any wonder, then, that this poet, who sati 
tragedy in broken vows, in human passions, should 
express himself in the ballad? 
Rossetti•s theory of poetry also had 
something to do with the chdd.oe of the ballad. He 
believed not only that poetic diction should be 
simple and direot, but also that it should be 
pictorial. Furthermore,"emphasia and oondensation,n 
it is said, nwere the oharacteristios of his 
muse.tt 32 Surely• one oan find ,no form of poetry 
that is more capable of ,carrying these principles 
int.o execution than is the ballad. •••I hate long 
poems, t he often deola:reo.,· and of Sidney Dobell he 
once impatiently enunciated. 'What a pity it is 
32. Benson, A.O., Rossetti, p. 82. 
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that he insists on being generally so lo~g-win~ed.{ff ·33
Rossetti himself did not alv,aya follow)1is _own 
principles, as ,ve shall see when we come to a oritioa1 
analysis· of' his ballads_, but thesr:: same principles 
may possibly have had much to do with his writing of 
ballads rather tha.n longer poems. 
Furhermore, ~ poet who had such desultory 
habits of working as Ross~tti had would be inclined 
·toward a form of 1:>oetry \Vhioh would demand l_ess time 
for completion than would another type. Both his 
ohoice of-the sonnet aa well as that o~ the ballad 
may have been in pa:rt determined by this factor. 
Perhaps we are straini:1g a point to lay so much 
stress on such matters as these. but at any rate the 
<·
. faot remains that J)ante Gabriel Rossetti was not 
attracted to l,ong poems like the epio, and in spite 
of his dramatic tendencies, he.made but one·:reeble 
attempt., very early iu life,_ at the writing of a
play. \'iith material' such as he colleoted, either 
of these o·ther forms of exp:ression 1110uld have been 
effective, yet he chose _the ballad instead. 
Moreover, Rossetti's work as a painter, 
had not a little effect- upon the determining of his 
33. E@nson, .A.O.,_ Rossetti, p. aa. 
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poetry. On se,teral oooasions,. the pictures which 
he painted seemed to suggest subject matter for 
ballads. tJndoubted.ly soma of these suggestions were 
n.ot heeded by the poet, but on the other hand, sevQ · 
eral of his most attractive ballads appear to have 
coma from just such suggestioua. In about 1864, 
for example, he painted the picture La.d;y: Lilith.- and 
in 1869 he wrote the ballad, Eden Bower 11 which v,ae 
seemingly inspired, to a certain extent, by ·the 
pioture of the woman,, or spirit, Lilith. 
There seems to be very good reason to 
think that H.ossetti•c principle of painting carried 
·over into his poetic work. In hie painting we see 
the ea.me leaning toward all that has any medievalism 
connected with it, and we see also a tendency to 
poi-tray, especially in some of the early paintings, 
a whole dramatic situation. In his paintings, 
alsoo ie found a tendency to crowd into a small 
space a narrative theme, if we may so speak. 
As has been brought to the reader's 
attention before, Rossetti found subj,3ots for his 
pictorial art, as well as for his poetry, in the 
books which he had read during his early yea.rs, and 
·since he was extremely capable of. fitting these 
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subjects into his paintings, he might have said of 
painting from.the stor1e$,.as he did ·of writing 
ballads from them, ... There lies your line. n 34 
34. Benson, A.O., RO§S<;tti, P• 76 •. 
Chapter III. 
SUBJECT .MATTER AND THWrAES OF
ROSSETTI'S BALLAD POETRY 
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To treat of Rossetti's cho1ce·of subject 
matter and therae·s for his ballade, the classification 
which was made in the closing paragraphs of the 
introductory chapter will be again used. The group 
in which the love""!"theme is predominant will be con-
sidered first, and. after that the poems whioh are 
based on historical events. In the first group are 
included Sister Helen, Rose Mary:, Stratton Water, 
..
The Bride• s Er.elude,. The Staff and Scrip, The Blessed 
Damozel, Troy Town. and Eden Bower. To the second 
group belong The White Ship and The King's Tragedy. 
Sister Helen.is concerned with the hatred 
of a young girl who has found her lover false. In 
her intense feeling against him,· she resorts to a 
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pra.otioe of witchcraft to·obtain revenge for his 
·unfaithfulness to her.. The poem opens upon the
scene 1n which Sister Helen ls absorbed 1n he:r . 
work. · It is an un~su~ thing which she is doing, 
and her little brother asks:.




·'?his innocent child does ·not understand. He 
sees the waxe~ image., bu.t, child.like, he sees only 
. . 
· the rapid disappeaxanoe of a ~mall figure, whioh 
probabl.y to him ls att~active only because it is 
like a .toy. He cannot realize that this melting 
of the image was an old practi.ce of wi tohes wllo; 
desired. to obtain revenge. With the melting of 
the wax, the person whoM the image· represented 
grew weaker and died. We 1:tave· many instances of 
the use;of this method of taking someone's life. 
In Professor Swnmer•s Geogra-ohy of Witchcraft,· 
we find a very interesting account of it: 
35. 
Wax figures were employed in the lit-
urgy of the god~ Amen-Ra. whose temple yvas
at Thebes. One part o:f the daily worship 
consisted in aota which were supposed to 
. free the Sun, deified under the form of Ra. 
Rossetti, D.G •. · t Poetical, Works,. edited with notes 
by Wm. Rossettl., (1910), P• 134. 
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from·a hideous human dragon named Apep,. 
storm clouds and darkness.·· By: the time of 
the Ptolemies there had been compiled a 
book called ;The Book of Overthrowing Apep. -. 
The litanies and prayers of Ra are given,: 
the words of power, and then the rub:rio 
.runs: "If thou wouldst destroy Apep, thou . 
sha~t say this chapter over a :figure of Apep, 
which hath been drawn in g.reen colour upon 
a sheet of new papyrus, ·and over a wax figure 
of Apep upon which his name hath been out and 
in1aid with green colour; and thou shalt lay 
them upon the fire so that it may consume 
the enemy of R~. •• 36 
This charm was to be repeated as many times as 
necessary to obtain .the final results. From 
ancient Egypt the magic use of wax figures passed 
to Greece, thence to Roine,and from there to· 
Western Europe. About the end. of the seventh . 
century the life of King Duffus of Scotland was 
attempted in this way. Vliohes of North Berwick 
(about 1597) made a similar figure of James I~ 
There are niany other· examples of the ··use of the 
image, and it is little wonder that Rossetti, in-
terested as he had always been in the study of 
witohoraft, should make use of such a motif for 
his ballad. 
From .the beginning of Sister Helen, we 
watch with intense horror the melting of the image 
36.. Summers, M., g_eography of Wi tohcraft, pp. 12-13. 
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of her fo:rmer lover. The relatives· of tb.e:lover 
oometo plead with Sister Helen to oease her 
work., but as· ·they appear, Sister Helen only re• 
joioes that'her revenge is being so keenly.felt 
by all the members..of the ~amily, and will not heed 
their cries. Even when. the bride of the false 
lover app-eara, Hel~ ;is absolutely unrelenting. 
She has appa.rently no sympathy for the lady., and 
· thinks only of her own bitter betrayal and her 
desire to_a.coomplish what she has begun. 
The story is all the more t~rriple in 
its effect because He1en realizes that her action 
will be the cause of ~er eternal damnation; and yet 
she perseveres 1:n it. \Vhen at last the waxen image 
has been completely melted, and the false lo1!'~r t 
1 
has, as a oonaequenoe1 .died, Sister Helen answers 
her 11 ttle bfother'1 s question:, 




"'A soul that1s lost as mine is lost.,8 Little Brother l ,, . _.:> 
5V ~ Poetical Works. p. 148 
38~ Poetical Works, p. 148 
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There could be nothing much more terrible than 
· that last. line with its note of intense dramatic 
tragedy. Rossetti has 1n the· poem given us a 
. theme that is genm.1nely characteristic of hia 
oho ice, and he has handled 1 t in a thoroughl_y 
effective manner. 
Rose Mary is also very oharaoteristio of 
Rossetti. ·1t is the story of a girl who, like 
Sister Helen, has- been betrayed by her lover. The 
theme·1s handled in a quite different way from the 
·theme of Sister Helen. We are not impressed so 
strongly.with the m1faithfulnessof the lover as 
we are with the faot that Rose Mary .,is not the 
pure girl that her mother thinks her to be. The 
chief interest 1n the theme is that Rossetti has 
woven it about an old idea of divination. Rose .., 
Yary and her.mother are awaiting the arrival of 
Rose M:aryts lover, Sir Jamee of Haronhaye. The 
mother has heard that the knight's life is in 
danger, but she does not know the ·name of the foe, 
or the time or place of what is to oaour. 
The mother is in possession of a magic 
stone in which only a pure person may read the 
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tuture. She calls'-Rose Mary to, look into the stone 
to find, out about the future· of ,;a±r James., so that 
he may··be wB.'rned of his' danger before it is too 
late. Rose Mary reads what the becyl-stone- has to 
say, but because she ·1s really not pure,: the message 
is an inaorreut one. The evil spirits have deoeiv ... 
ed ·the girl. Befot"e the three days have elapsed 
when Sir James was to have arr1 ved:, Rose , Mary1 s 
·· mother discovers that the divination hae been 
incorrect, and ~ealizee her daughterts true -cha-r-aoter·., 
Si-r James, has fallen into the hand.a· of his enemies 
' .
and ·ia ltilled,. With his death Rose Mary loses all 
..
hope· of· happiness and is- overcome by grief. Leav-
'· · ing the priest to comfort her daughter, Rose Mary• s
mother goes into the room wher.e the body of Sir 
James lies. She is in a forgiving mood when she 
sees him tying there dead.. but suddenly she spies 
in his torn vest a paoket covered with blood. At 
first she thinks that 1t is a bethrothal. gift of 
her daughter, but when she opens it_sne finds that 
it contains a message from another girl. This is 
the first inciioat1on of tbe knight's unfaithfulness 
to Rose :Mary1 and at onoe the mother•s feeling of 
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. . .
forgiveness turns into the bitterest hatred for 
the man who had so deceived her daughter. : 
In the meantime,. Roee Mary has gone to 
the underground al tar-oell where the ~eryl stone 
is enthroned, and when she beholds the £ateful 
stone she takes her ·father• s. sword and olea:ges 1 t · · 
in two. The evil spirits depart frpm it and almost 
simultaneously• Rose Mary falls to the floor, 1dead. 
The supernatural element in this ballad 
is more pagan than that in Sister Helen and has 
more of an oriental tone. The use of magio as it 
is found in Rose Mary is given in a short .history·. 
of the magic art of crystallomanoy, by Lafoadio 
Hearn: 
Orystallornanoy is-the art of seeing 
the future in crystals, or glass., or transparent 
substances of jewels. ·The same a:rt aan be prac-
tised with ink, held in the hand, offering to 
the eye the same reflecting surface that a 
black jewel would do. In Egypt, Arabia, Pe:r-
siat and India, divination is still prac-
tised with ink • • • 
In the Middle Ages, when· the whol.e 
process was absolutely mysterious, it was 
thought to be the i.vork of spiri ti3 inside the 
stone, or crystal, or ink~drop • • • 
It has al,m.ys been thought thet the 
"subjectff-that is, the boy or girl who looks 
into. t11e stone, crystal, or ink-dro-p--must be 
absolutely innocent. The "subject" mu,st be 
virtuous. In the Catholic Middle Ages the 
same idea took form especially in·relatio~ to 
the chastity of the- "subjeotn. ~· • • 
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A maiden-.and the word was then used 
for both sexes, as it is sometimes used by 
Tennyson in hitl Idylls--oould see ghosts or 
spirits,. and could be made use of .fo~ 
purposes of OJ:YSts!.ll~manoy even by a very 
wicked person. 3S 
Tile ttagedy of RossettiJs ballad turns. 
upon the fact 'that liose 1.!ary had seoret)y been· . 
• ' ' l 
guilty Qf a sertoua ·fault:, and therefore could not 
• "'·# )
read ~ight~ The triumph of Roee Maryc; that 1a, 
·he:r putting the evil spirits to flight, is.not 
allowed to relieve the sense of trag~y greatly• 
:fo~ Rose Mary must pay the pena}ty,,, death. There 
har$ been some interest among cr1t1o·s as to the 
origi.n of the· term beryl-stone. There seems to 
have been.no particular reason why the stone should 
have been called the beryl, except• as some 
persons have h1nted1: that Rossetti liked th~ 
sound of it. T:reffrey Dunn tells of an incident 
which,. in his opinion, oaused Rossetti to use this 
part1.cular stone. · ~e:,. Dunn, ·had visited a lady 
who possessed a dreaming stone. When.he returned, 
he told Roesetti about it, ref erri11g to it as the 
magio beryl. Rossetti :liked the sound of the word,, 
and deolarec! that there :'1/aS a grefl:t seeming Of''
39. Hearn, L~f~f:dio, .n-studi~a· in Roeaettif:· gre~ 
Ra:ohaeli~e 2nd QtherJ?oe·cs,' PP•' 83-.85 .·~ . 
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mysticism in its sound. n•uoreover1:. it 1s one ot 
the mystic stones named in Revela.t1ons.•n 40 
He substituted "Bery1" for ttorystal• and built up 
his poe~ around it. .Like all true poets,, Rossetti 
shows hims~lf to have bean ev·f:lr alive to whatever 
might in any \Yay :l1e1p h~m in his :work~ The in-
cident narrated by Dunn is ,an instance of his 
flnding·inspixatio~ in very ·sma.11 and almost unnotloe-
abl~ sugges~ions. 
The Bride" s Prelude, like Bose !!ary, has 
the theme of betrayal. Aloyse, a young maiden, falls 
in love with a kinsman, Uracelyn, who betrays, .and 
then deserts her. When her brothers 1..elll!n of her. 
s~1ame, they are extremely angry.• and axe about to 
lcill her when their :father J>revents them. Aloyse1s
ohild is born,, ·but is ta.ken. away from her by her 
.relatives. Later- Urscelyn returns:, and agrees to 
marry the girl. It is on ·.the eve o.f their wedding 
that Aloyae tells- her sister,_ Arnelotte, her sad 
story. Roesetti puts into it all the tragic in-
tensity that he pos~ibly oan. The mental anguish 
of Aloyse is desoribed: espeoially wel.l in the 
following -st~za:. . · 
- 40. Dunn, H.T., Recollecti9ns o:f Dante Gal:)riel 
Rossetti _and His O!.Qle., p. 65. 
. ·t Sleeping, I. wept; though· until dark
. A fever dried· mine eyes 
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Kept open;. save when a tear might
Be forced from the mere ache of sight • 
. J\11d I nursed'hatred day and night.• 41 
The £eeling of hatred expressed reminds one of 
Siste:r He1en; howeve:e,. Aloyse hates without seeking 
\ I '• 
revenge, so the two stories have but 11 ttle in" 
•common. 
Stratton Water is quite diffa~ent from 
~ 
the other ballads just desoTibed.. In it the lovers 
have been separated, the young man having been told 
by his mother and his~. brother that the young lady 
was dead, and she in turn having·been told that he 
was false to her. The retmion of the lovers comes 
about_ 1n a very unusual manner. Lord Sande-;~, th&
· 1.ovar.: sees on the river bank a white object. When 
he · goes to see what 'tt is he -finds that it f~ · the 
girl, ·Janet, from whom he has been separated through 
. . . 
the lies of his relatives. She has come to the river 
to drown herself, :f'or' she is.·about to be~ome a 
m~:.ther. and prefers death to disgrace. The t,ater 
e..·,,'.,.: .. "'· ' 
of the· :r;iver 1s; v:ery high• owing to heavy floods, 
but Lotd Sands carries·Janet through the water along 
the.side of the river, then swims out to a boat which 
41·. Poetical Worlts, p.. 828 
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is floating on the river, and after he has secur-
ed it• puts Janet i' "-o it and :rows her to the 
. I 
church. _The ooupl //~arries1 and the poem ends 
happily. 
.The theme of Stratton Water is handled 
in the manner of the old popular ballad~ but it is 
less oharaoteristio of Rossetti than many of his 
other ballads. To have the poem end happily is 
not like Rossetti as we generally find him in his 
ballad·poetry. The theme is very slight, and. there 
is no e1en1ent of the supernatural. 
The staff a,n1 sorip'has for theme a 
story taken from the_Gesta Romanorum, and is of a 
pilgrim who undertakes to try to conquer Duke 
Lulce, "Who has destroyed the lands of Queen Blanoh-
elys. The pilgrim is, of course, in love with the 
queen. When he leaves for the :f'ight,: he gives her 
his staff and scrip, and she in turn gives him a 
sword, a banner.. and a shield. He meets Duke Luke 
but is brought back to the queen, dead. To honor. 
his memory, she hangs his,ataff and sc:rip over her 
bed. A1l during her. life she grieves for him, and. 
years after his death she d"ie-s, happy in the thought 
that she will be reunited with him in heaven. 
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There: is a touoh of Christianity in th:ts 
ballad, tvhioh marks it a~ different fxom_ftose Mary; 
and s~veral of the others. The story ie well. worked 
. out; bq.t .is not as yaluabl.e .. as a narrative as it is 
for the ,atmosphere ·of med.ievallsm.. especially of 
that period of knighthood of which Rossetti seemed 
so fond. 
The theme of' .. The Blessed Damozel was 
supposedly suggested to Rossetti by Edgar Allan 
·Poe;ts Raven. I11stead• however, of having a lover 
sighing for ~other~ on earth, Rossett~ r,eversed .the . 
situation and gave the story or the one who had .\ 
passed on to heaven. The· Blessed Da.mozel is lean-
ing on one o:f the golden bars of heaven and is 
. . 
thinking of, and longing :f'or • the time \Vhen her 
lover, will join her. · She plans a11 that they will. 
do when he arrives, but s~rldenly :there comes the 
realization that the time may be tong before·he 
· a:rrives there, and she weeps. 
This sligl1t narrative may haroly seem to 
be-of sufficient siguifioanoa to warrant calling 
/ 
The Blessed ·namozel a ba1lad, but although the poem 
is more purely a lyric than is any other of those 
which ttte considered in this thesis., still ln epi te 
of the sl:1.ghtnesa of the story. the poem fits. into· 
ss···
the definition as stated ear11er. · Certainly·. the ·. · 
theme is not ·like any other :that Rossetti has used 
in his ballads. 
Troy' TOW}\ is anothe:r ballad with a very 
slight narrative interest.· It concerns Helen of. 
Troy, who is pictured praying at.Venus• shrine. 
Venus ia,pleased with Helen, and smiles at her. 
Cupid sends an arrow from his string which.pierces 
the heart· of'·Paxis. The poem ends in an expression 
of the ,results of the work of 011pidt 
Paris turned upon his bed•
(0 Troy Townl ) 
Turnea upon his bed and said 
Dead at heart with the hea:rtls·deaire--
, Oh to clasp her golden head! t 
(0 Troy•s dmm, · 
Tall Troy's on fi1·eJ) 42 
Here aga~n we have the suggestion of·paganiam whioh 
has been noticed in other ballads. 
Eden BQwer has for its subject the story 
of Lilith. Where Rossetti found the legend of 
Lilith can not be exactly.determined. Mo doubt he 
had read a story of her in some of the medieval . 
collections of stories which he' so greatly enjoyed. 
!,he Jewish Encyolonoed.1€). fu:rmishes sligbt informa-
tion conce:rning the legends of this strange creature. 
She was a female demon of the n1,f;\ht and app~ared in 
42. Poetical ,Vorks, Jl• ao 
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human shape w:i th· wings. - She wa~. in the habit of 
stealing children. ~1.d 1 t was b~ieved that. if a 
. ohil'd smiled during t11e night of the Sabbath or of 
tlie new moon,, Lilith was playing with it •. The .. 
eonoeption that she was the first wife·of Adam 
. ,i=Jeem~ to have.been nidely -spr.ead a1aong the _p~ple 
of thtl Middle Ages. 
It is this latter idea that former, the. 
main theme of Ed.en· Bower. Acoordlng to Rossetti,ts 
i·nt.erpretation· Lilith bad once been a snake.,, but had. 
been: turned into a woman after the creation of · 
Adam. Befo:re she had been loved by Adam, she had 
· bee-.n the inate of Satan. who also had the form of. a 
serpent. When she sees i\dam happy with Eve•'. she
beoomes enraged and in a :cit of jealousy appeals 
to 11e:r f1:rst matei Satan" to help her obtain 
revenge on Adam. She begs him to let her assume 
his ~erpent form so· that she may bring a.bou.t the 
, unhappiness of the now happy ones of Paradise. 
She gloats over the thought of all the misery she 
wi11 bring into their liv·es, and like Sister, Helen., 
she is bold and hea.rtle.ss in planning her terrible 
revenge. There.ts llorrrir in the theme·of.Ed.en'Bower, 
and one cannot w1deTstand the ohoioe of such a
subject a.Et this demon unless he realizes that 
Rossetti was actually interested t11 such horrible 
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things as spectres, demons, and the like. 
When we, ·turn from the ballads in which 
some phase of love is the theme, we turn to two 
of Rossetti•s moat simpl1e, and in some ways, his 
most fascinating ballads. 1l1hese are The White Ship 
and The King•s Tragedy, which deal with historical 
subjects. 
I 
The first, of these tv10 poems tells the 
story of King Henry I• who, with his son and a 
large number. of followers, was re.,Gu.rning fro·in 
Normandy whither he had gone to claim the allel!i--
anoe of the Normans. The Prince and Princess 
were on board the .!f!1i te·. Ship which was under the 
command of Fi tz.-Stephen• the royal ,pilott and• 
surrounded by a goodly number of courtiers, were 
having a festive time when suddenly·the ship struck 
a rock. The Prince was among a group of persons who 
had climbed into a boat and were rapidly rowing a-
way from the scene of terror. He heard his sister 
scream, and learning that she was on the sinking 
shi-p, he demanded that an attettpt be made to :resou.e 
her. The little boat was brought nea?e:r the ship, 
but so many persons tried to j tunp from the ship 
into it, that it sank~ and all were lost. The sole 
BUTvivor of the disasteT was th~ butcher of Rouen, 
by whom the tale is told. 
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The Xing• ,iho had been, in another ship, 
did not know of the i'ate of the lost vessel and was
impatiently awaiting the arrival of his son and 
daughter. The news was finally :revealed to him 
through a small boy who was sent by the courtiers 
into the King•s presence. When the child ha.d de-
livered his message_, the Xing fell down in a swoon, 
·and although he was revived, he "never smiled 
again. tt 43
The story is far from any of the love 
ba1lads• and 1n many ways is mo:re effective. It 
is based on an aotual occurrence and gives no 
,-ohance f01' muoh exaggeration or elaboration. 
The ,King:' s Tragedi, lije Xbe Wb1:ti: Sb1:p, 
-
. Bhows Ros·setti·"s ability to handle a historical 
subjeot., In it he tells t~e story of the murder 
of James I of Sootlanrl by conapi~ators in the 
Blaok Friars' monastery at. Perth. He displays the 
heroism of. CathfJrine Douglas, who,. in order to keep 
the murderers from the room where the King is hid-
ing,_ thrusts her arm through :the staples of the 
door .. thus using it aa a bolt.· Her a:rm is broken 
and the king discovered. There is in this ballad· 
an element of the supernatural which reminds us 
43·. Poe:t~!_gal Works 1 p.. 69 
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of the earlier ballads of Rossetti. A strange-
looking old \vornan seeks to warn the king of the
tragedy which is about to come his·way. She is a 
spirit• as is shown by the description of her: 
But it seemed as though by a fire within 
Her writhen limbs were wrung; 
And as soon as the King was close to her, 
She Rtood up gaunt and strong. 44 · · 
She warns the king of hie apuroaohing death, in a 
very vreird mannex, but the king believes her to 
be an evil spirit who wishes to influence him to 
. oppose God I s wil 1; so he does not heed her· warning. 
She appears to him again just before the murderexs 
arrive, but she has come too late, and her warning 
can do nothing to save the king. 
This ballad is in the ·true Rossetti 
manner, as i,ar as the treatment of the supernatural 
element is concerned, an.d it is also oharacteristio 
in that it has an ele·ment of love. After the 
king's death, the queen will not allow the funeral 
to take place until all of the muxderers have been 
found and killed. Hexe, too, is the old ia.ee .. of 
revenge. It is not the chief motif in this poem 
44. E._o~ticaJ WorJca, p. 81 
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and there seems to·be a little more justification 
for the queen•a attitude than there is for the 
attitude of Sister He1en or of Lilith. In the queen 
there is not the jealousy.that there is in the other 
two." She is grief-stricken, and in her grief she 
seeks comfort· in punishing those who have caused , 
her trouble. 
This hasty g1ance at Rossetti• s ballad 
·themes ·· shows that they are in many ways alike. 
The characters a.re usually of high rank, the stories 
are generally of tragic significance, the love ele-
ment plays an important part, and the poet's 
.liking for the supernatural and of the medieval 
is suggested. 
Chapter IV. 
THE DICTION.USED IN ROSSETTI'S 
BALLAD POETRY 
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Mr. Hall Caine tells us that Rossetti 
"knew no reproach of poetry more damning than to 
s~y it was written in proseman•s diction"; 45 
and we can readily see, after a careful study of 
the words and phrases of his ballad poetry, that 
he was extremely careful to avoid any weakness in 
carrying out his principles,. He oonsciously 
strove at all times to use the dignified language 
which he b~lieved to, be the proper _medium for 
poetio expression. Even in hie imitations of the 
simple diction of the old ballads,, he attempted to 
hold to his principle. and to choose 'just the right 
woxcls. On one oocaslon he wrote to a friend, ftI 
45. Benson, A.O., £i.o 9eetti, p. 81 
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have been reading all manne?" of old roma.unts. to 
pitoh upon sttmning words fo:r poetry.j 46 How 
successful he was, we shall see. 
One of the most noticeable characteristics 
of Rossetti's use of words is his early tendency to 
choose those that a.:re suggestive of the.medieval 
in form and usage. Many of these a-re very rare, 
and even archaic, and generally they are pictorial 
and perfectly suggestive of the effect whioh the poet 
wishes to produce. f.tose Ma:r:z has an abundance of 
.<
suoh expressions. Some that are ·t;he most unusual 
in form are "wist n nc1omb n naccurat 1' nt:row n , ., ; . , ' . '
n al way1 tt "goodliest, n u eyne, tt and nv.r.ri t. n To-
gether with references to a 11bannerole 1•, nspurs. tt
••merline," lfingle-benoh, u tt eurooat,. 1• and other 
medieval properties# these wo:rda take us back to 
that period of which Rossetti was so fond. Indeed 
the poet had not wasted his time when he read the 
old tales deali,ng with the k11ights of the Midclle 
Ages. He often gives ua truly medieval pictures, 
and it ish:ta use of expressions with which he must 
have been ve1"y famlliar, and his :recollection of the 
·------------·-----------------
46. Megroz, R.L., Dante Gabriel Rossetti, p. 218 •. 
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garments worn by the lrnights and ladies the.t make 
these pictures so real to us who are relatively 
unacquainted \Vi th ·the old stories. Uote, for 
example, the details of the following description: 
The belt was silver, and the clasp 
Of lozenged arm-bearings; 
A world of mirrored tints minute 
The rippling sunshine wrought into•t, . 
That flushed her hand and warmed her foot. 
• • •Over her bosom that ls.y still, 
The vest was rich in grain,, 
\Vi th close pearls 11hclly overset: 
Around ·her throat the·fasten!9gs met 
Of chevesayle and. mantelet. 
Not only the student of medieval litera.ture, but 
·also the artist is here revealed. 
Rossetti is a muster in the use of 
.effective similes, also. His ballads oontain 
numerous examples of the poet's true artistry in 
making such selectio~s as the following: 
Her hair that lay along her back 
Was yellow like ripe corn. 
• • •
And the souls moi.mting up to God
Went by her like thin flames. 
• • •From the fixed place of Heaven she saw 
Time like a nulse shake fierce 
Through all the worlda. 
47. Poetical Worket PP• 189-190 
And see our old.prayer£.!,. granted, melt 
Each like a little cloud. 48 
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I.t is renm.rltable th~.t Rossetti, who was only 
ninete~n years of age when he wrote The Blessed Da-
_,!!1,oft.el.., shot:~ld have_ been ea suceees:tul in the us_e of 
the simile. He does not 1ose his powe:r as he 
grows olcler, and The King;t·s Tragedy, 1vhich was 
wri tte11 ·\vhen the poet's mental po1",e:rs were declin-
ing,, contains ext.reme1y effeotive ex;}vnples of his · 
abili ty1
In her bowers beneath a lady stood
A light of life to-his sorrowful mood1 Like a lily amid the rain. 
• • •
Like fire in snow the moonlight blazed 
Amid the champing foam • 
• • •
The branohee smote like summon-ing hands 
Some cxi tics feel that Rossetti ''s similes are un-
natural anc1 st1·ained• but for the most part i·t is 
agreed that they are effective. 
49 
Throughout RossErttits ballads there is a 
great number of oompounded v1oxds. In E,o.se Mary the 
48. Poet;\¢aJ W'OTkl!_, PP• 1--5 
49. ~·-• l?P• 75 .... 85 
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use of these words ie particularly noticeable. The 
suggestion haa been made bl' some of the ori tics that 
these 13how the influence of Keats. "NhO was -for a 
long time one of Rossetti ts favori·te poets. How-
ever that may be, it is an easy matter to find such 
compounds as lldark-waved,. 0 netorm-eddying," Holose-
shut,u t1heart-riven," "dire-gifted," ttrainbow-hued 11 "
ttbare-ridged,lf and tr~e like. Often there seems to· 
be no particular reason for compounding the words, 
but on the other hand, it some1iimes is an advantage 
both to produce more even rhythm and ·to add to. the 
descriptive effect. 
Much of the beauty of d1ct1on·1n noeeetti•s 
ballads depends not upon single words, similes, or 
compounds) but rather upon ·the felicitous combination 
of words. Sometimes the descriptive quality achieves 
the desired effect; again the suggestiveness of 
oertain sounds or of the pa:r.ticular arrangement of 
the wordg produces it, but whatever may be the 
oause, there ie a definite, often unforgettable, 
impression made. What,, for example• could be more 
effective than 
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·• See, see, the sunken pile of wond, 
Sister Helen, 
Shines through the thinned wax red as blood!,, 50 
Possibly the realization that the revenge tvhich is 
to be obtained is to result in a death makes this 
especially aignifioan·t, but there is likewise a.
beauty.in the diotion used to describe.the picture 
that makes it._ artistic. Fui-ther inatai1ces of the
same kind of thing are fOUikd in other stanzas of 
Sister Helen; 
•Here· high up in_ the balcony, 
Sister Helen, 
The moon flies face to faoe with me.• 
Again, the li.ttle brother says: 
·•In the shaken trees the chill sta:ra shake.• 51 
HeTe as elsewher~ in Rossetti's poetry there is 
simple diction and great condensation. In these ·two 
.qualities lies great strength as is shovm especially 
in the,desoription of a. tragic scene. In The Staff 
. and Scrip one find.a a splendid example of this in 
the de.soription of the bringing of the pilgrim's 
dead.body to the queen:, 
50. Poetical Works, p. 135 
51. ·_ Poetical Works, p. 136 
•unoover·ye his face,• she said. 
'0 changed in little spacet•
She cried, •o pale that was so red! 
O God1 0 Goel of Gracet 52Cover his face.' 
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This language is thorougly convincing and forceful. 
Being a Pre-Raphael! te, however, and fond· 
of a certain a.mount of ornament, Rossetti often 
adopted a more elaborate kind of diction whioh also 
has not a little cha.rm. One of the best examples 
o:f this :t~ noticed in the deeo:r.iption of the beryl-
stone in Rose Mary: 
With ehudd ering light •twas stirred and strewn 
Like the clouEl ... nest of the wading moon: 
Freaked 1-'i; was like the bubble' a ball, 
Rainbow-hued through a misty pall 
Like the middle light of the waterfall., 
Shadows dwelt in its teeming girth 
Of the knovm and unknown things of earth; 
The cloucl above and the wave around,-
The central fire at the sphere•s he8B! bound 
Like doomsday prisoned underground. 
It is probably just such descriptions as this which 
prompt some of the critics to say, a..s J.O.Shairp does: 
The ballad is an excellent examule of the 
elaborately wrought and highly ornamented kind 
• • • Each feeling Roee Ua:rv has, each 
si tuatio11, is over-described.; and the pathos
of the whole ie smothe:red beneath a cloud of 
imagery. 54
53. Poetical Works, P• 54 
53. ~, P• 5 
54. Shairp, J~C. _, ''Aesthetic Poetry,'' Living A~e 1 
CLIV (July, 1882), P• 234. 
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Considering the o~ie~tal nature of the poem as a 
whole, however), ,one is not neoessarily as greatly 
displeased with·the amount of or~amentation as Shairp 
is. The abundance of detail ia n,eceseary to pres-
ent to us the richness of the oriental setting. On
the other hand., foi- ballad poetry the simple diction 
genera1ly used in these poems ls more pleasing than 
'the more ornamenta1 and it brings the author oloser· 
to the old popular ballad which he often imitates 
extremely well. 
A mol'e mim1te study of Rossetti's diction 
would prove interesting to the student of linguistics, 
but for the purposes of this thesis, it is neither 
fitting nor profitable to go more deeply into the 
subject. This rapid review will .serve to show that 
·whether his diction was simple or somewhat elaborate, 
Rossetti was quite successful in performing the 
task he set for himself, of pitching *'upon stunning 
' '
words for poetry.u 
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Chapter v. 
VEHSIFICATIOM: THE-USE OF BALLAD DEVICES. 
I. 
The study of Rossetti's use of meohanioal 
devices in his bal_lad poetry ie interesting. In 
considering hie verse_ forms, one disoovers that he 
was no·t guided by what is generally called the 
conventional stanza of the popular ballad, and 
that ·although he did use this form in two of his 
directly imitative poems, The King•s Tragedy and 
Stratton Water, he usually preferred variations of 
it, or produced innovations. On the other hand, in 
. . / 
his use of the refrain, dialogue, and repetition, 
he makes an ap~;reciative use of these deviees of 
the popular ballads. 
In Stratton ·~-:ater one secs Rossetti 
employing quite effectively the old ballad measure 
and form. which have been described earlier in 
this study:
Out from the castle-stair Lord Sands 
Looked un the weetern,lea: 
The· rook was grieving on her/ nest, 55 The flood. wan round the tree. 
He does not always achieve such smoothness ·as this 
in his lines, however, and there are many tl1at are 
decidedly uneven, like the following: 
He•s ta.I en her· by the short girdle 
And by the dripping sleeve: 
'.t Go fetch Sir Jock my mother• s priest.--. 
You'll -ask of him no leave.' 56 · 
Like the old ba1ladists Rossetti sometimes intro-
duces stanzas of different lengths and of different 
rhyme sohernes. There are only three of these· in 
Stratton Water, but in the longer poem, The King's 
Tragedy, one finds many. There is the six line form 
like the following: 
· .•Twaa then the moon sailed clear of t11e raok 
On high in her hollow dome; 
And still as aloft with hoary crest 
Each clamorous wave :rang home 
Lilce fire in snow the moon115~t blazed .4.rnid the champing foam. · 
.) 
Thia kind of stanza was frequently used by the old 
ballad composers. Not so· often do we see in their 
55. Poetloal Works,_~, 149 
56. l,bid~, P• 154 
5tl. Ibid., P• 8h, 
poems the five line stanza that Rossetti uses 
occasionally: 
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At last he said:--naod 1 s ways a.re His own; 
Man is but shadow and dust. 
Last night I prayed by His altar-atone; 
Tonight I wend to the Feast of His Son; 
And in Him I set my trust.n 58 
These different stanzas give variety to this par~io-
ular ballad, so long that it might easily grow 
monotonous otherwise-but they a.re not al,vays 
technically as correct as they might be. To add to 
the realism of the story, Rossetti also included 
parts of King James• own poem, The King's quhair. 
He found it necessary, however, to out the ten-
syllabled lines of the original work down ti eight 
syllabled couplets "to suit the metre of the poem: 
The fairest and the freshP-st flower 
That ever I saw before that hour.· 
The which o• the sud.den ma.de to start 
The blood 6f my body to my heart • 
• • •
Ah sweet, are ye a worldly creature 59 Or heavenly thing in form of nature? 
The effect of such stanzas is not so pleasing as 
Rcesetti may have thought it would be. There is 
..
variety, indeed, but there is a1so a delay caused 
58. Poetical Ylo-rke, n. 83 
59. l,Q,id, P• 89 
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in the narrative by these addi tions..--a delay which 
is scarcely justifiable. 
l'be X:tng•s 1.Pra~edY. does not ·offer as much
opportunity for the study of Rossetti's inventive-
ness in the matter of form as do his other ballad 
poems. In }.lose Mar!. and The Bride•s Prelude are some 
of the most curious examples of this. In the first 
. named, the poet use·s in the main part of the ballad 
a five line stan:za v1hioh is composed of a ooup1et , 
followed by a rhyming triplet: 
Paler yet were the pale cheeks g~own 
As the gray eyes sought the Beryl-stone: 
. Then over her mother• s la.p leaned she,· 
And streohed her thrilled throat passionately, 
And sighed from her soul, and said, ttI see. tt . . 60 · 
-This form sometime~ gives the poem a musical effect 
because of the th:ree last lines with their some-
,vhat sing-song rhyme. ,The Bride's Prelude is written 
in a more curious scheme even than Rose Mary, although 
it also has the five line stanza; the first two 
lines.do not have a corresponding rhyme, but there 
1~ again the use of the triplets with the same 
rhyme as in the latter poem; 
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Most weak she was; for as she pressed 
Her hand against her throat, 
Along the arras she let trail 
Her faoe, as if all heaxt did fall. 
And sat with shnt eyes, dumb and pale. 61 
The prosaic effect of the unrhymed f.irst·lines is 
in parts of the ballacl ver·f noticeable, and somewhat
objectionable. \f/ere it not for the poetic language 
whioh Rossetti uses in the piece,. the def eota of 
the verse form would be more apparen.t. 
Another peculiar variation of the five line 
! ,-, •• 
stanza is found in The Staff and Scri,,,12. In the·first 
fouTlines the ballad metre is·used, and then follows 
a line of four syllables .. The· lines rhyme ababb, 
as can be seen in the following; 
They shook far off with palace sport 
When joust and dance were rife; 
And the hunt shook them from the court 
For hers, in peace or atrile, 
Was a Queen's life. a
There is a sense of abruptness in the last line, 
and in places one feels that Rossetti may have . 
found some difficulty in thinking of a suitable 
·, 
line to comple·he the stanza. 
The verse forms of the other five ballad 
poems are all different from the ones just desorib-
ed: the six 1ine s·tanza v1hioh is used in The -
61. Poetioal Works, p. 192 
62. Ibid.,. P• 56 
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l1ilessed Damozel employs with a fair degree of 
regularity -the ballad. metre; a rhyming co'uplet which 
sometimes le11gthe11s into a triplet is found in The 
?faite Ship; a variation of.the triplet is relieved 
by the :refrain of Sister Helen; three lines. two 
of i;Jhioh form a rhyming couplet are used in Eden 
Boliver; and a peou.1iar quatrain, :rhyming aaba, is the 
farm of' sta..llza in 1.!:oy Town. 
Rossetti is oft~n careless about the 
number of syllables in his lines, as has been 
noticed. Besides this, he ha.s many defeo.tive 
rhymes. Fo:r example, he 1·hymes "stemtt and "eame,tt 
neup:reme, n and "him,, 11 and others that are even 
more unpleasant to the ear. He likewise often. 
·places a strong syllable in :r;hyme with a weak one, 
as in these lines :from Rose 1.1a;a,t; .. 
Slowly f adee . the eutj. from the wall . 63. Till day lies dead on the sun-dial. 
A.O.Benson accounts for this by saying:. 
These rhymes were used partly deliberately 
to give a pleasing contrast; but partly, ·I 
think,, Rossetti• s ear gave weak endings a 
certain e,nphasis which a purebred l~nglishman 
would hardly affix to ·them. 64 
Probably most persons will scarcely agree with Mr. 
63. Poetical Works, P• 37 
64. Rossetti,· P• 93 · 
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Benson that the contrast is a pleasant one; 
rather, they will be likely· to feel annoyed at the 
unmusical effect produced. 
II. 
That Rossetti v:as well aoquain ted . wi.th 
the old ballad devices such aa the refrain, dialogue, 
and incremental repetition, becomes very apparent 
to the student who makes a carefo.l analysis of his · 
ballad·poems. There is seen not only his skill in 
handling the devices, but also hie wise judgment : 
in the sparing use.of them. He furnishes sufficient 
variety to keep the reade~ interested• often by the· 
unusual ma.ru1er in which he employ·s the devices• and 
a·t other times by ·having two of. them in the same bal-
lad. 
The ballads w11ich show the use o·f the 
refl.*ain are Sister Helen, Th~ White Ship, Troy Town, 
and F,den Bo~. The first named poemt more than 
any other, shows the author's ability to use this 
device to add to the weird (?ho.rm of the ballad~ Of 
itself, the refrain is peculiar in its power: 
(0 Mother, Mary Mother, 
Three days to-day,.between Hell and Heaven!) 65 
65. Poetical Works, p. 134 
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ThisJ at the end of the first stanza, tells us 
at onoe of ·the thought that flashes thrilugh the 
mind of Sister Helen, and we are from the be .. 
ginning interested in the. persistence of similar 
thought.s. While she is absorbed in her,_ terrible 
work of seeking revenge1 there is always a · 
realization of wha·f sne ls doing. As the r.evenge 
idea grows in intensity, so does the thought become 
more and more o.nnoy1ng. When the 11ttle brother ·
1•emarks that · the waxc11 image as he drops aw~y looks 
like dead folk1 the refrain 1st 
. (0 .Mother, Mary Mother,. · 
What of ·the dead between Hell ancl Heaven? )66 
So,. with a sligllt variation in the fi:tst words,of
the second ,line., the refrain inoreases in power, 
until at ·the end ··1 t :reaches· great dramatic force, 
and dxaws the curtain, so to s11eak, on the terrible 
tragedy of the poem: 
'Ah v1hat white thing at the door has cross•d, 
Sister Helen? 
Ah what is this that sighs in the frost?' 
'A soul that's lost as mine is lostf 
. Little Brother! 
{O Mother, Mary ~other · · 
Lost, .lost., all los·t:, between Heli a.nd Heaven!) 
67
SB. .Poetical \Vom, P• 135 
67. · ~ .... , P• 148 •.. 
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There is pathos in these lines. s1ster Helen loses 
now her witch character, and with a despairing 
though·t realizes, to the fullest extent what· $he has 
done, that there is absolutely no chance for her to 
recover all 'tl'1at she has hazarded in her desire to 
obtain revenge. It· is pecul~ar th~t Rogsetti has 
Helen think of the Virgin ?ftary, but it adds .to the 
effectiveness of the poem.for this witchlike girl 
· to be· inspired with Christian thoughts. During 
the Middle Ages,· according to Lafcadio Hearn, the 
Virgin Mary was coneid.ered a refuge for the. des-
pairing witch or magician. "1Ne could not expect one 
pxacticing witc~craft to call upon the name of 
Christ. But the same person, in moments of intense 
pain, might naturally eje ..culete the name of Mary." 68 
It is 'interesting to see that Sis·ter Helen• s hate is 
so all absorbing that her thoughts of the Virgin 
oru111ot change hf9r in her determinati:m to bring ruin 
upon others, as well as uoon herself. 
In The White Shin one sees Rossetti's - .
spa~ing u~e of the refrain in all its effectiveness. 
There is :really a repeated stanza. 1.vhich cons~sts of 
a double refrain, but it occurs only three times; 
at the beginning, in the middle, and at the end 
of the poem: 
68. Hearn, Lafcadio, Studies in Rossetti, P• 56 
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By none but me oan the tale be told, . 
The butol1er of Rouen, 1,oor Berold. · 
· (Lands are swayed by~ a King on a throne.) 
• Twas a royal train put forth to sea, 
Yet the tale ca.11 be told by no?\e but me. 
(The sea hath no Xing but God alone.) 69 
Each time the stanza is repeated it adds power to 
. the di-amatio ilrtenai ty of the ballad. When the
story has finally been narrated and the reali~a.tion 
of the king's great sorrow and his inab:Ui ty to stay 
it have been ex¥:ressed by the line, 11But the King 
never .. smiled again, 11 the reffair1 has a new and even 
greater significance ·than before. 
The :refr~i.ns used in _rrrox fro\m and-~ 
Boww are of far ler:::s. value -than those in Sister Helen 
and The White Shiu, b11t they show a certain relation 
to the general mood of ea.oh poem. In T,roi.Town, 
·for example, the constant :recurrence of 
(0 Troyta down, 
Ta11 Troyts on fire!) 70 
is, according to William Sharp, n1n tho:rough har-
mony v-;i°th the moti:f 1 prophetic as it is of the 
terrible outcome of the love of •heaven-born Helen, 
Sparta::' s queen I fox the wily son of Priam. n 71 
69. Poetioal_Works 1 p. 53 . 
. 70. Ibid• P• 16!. . .. . 
71. Sharp, Wm., D,,ante Gabriel Rossetti, p. 362. 
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The refrain of this ba.llad is of added po~er if1 
read aloud. The slightly alliterative quality of 
it is more noticeable then, and the combination of 
sounds is better appreciated. 
In Eden Bower the refrain seems less 
meaningful than that of any of the other ballads. 
It has an unusual construction, as may be observed: 
It was Lilith the wife of Adam. 
(Eden bower•e in flower.) 
No\ a drop of her blood was human, 
But eh~ wa.s made like a soft sweet woman. 
Lilith stood on the skirts of Eden; 
(Ana O bhe bowe~ and the hourl) 
She was t'he first that thence was driven; 
With her wa2 hell ancl with Eve was heaven. 
'12
The refrain varies alternatel,Y, as in these stanzas, 
throughout the poet1.. It produces a sort of 
chanting effect" but otherwise it·seems to have no 
use. Rossetti was wise in not putting both lines 
together in eaoh stanza. 
Sister Helen is by far the most dramatic 
of Rossetti•s ballads, and probably the· chief reason 
72. Poetical Works, p. al 
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for this is . the remarkable use of dialogue in 1 t. 
The whole poem is really a rep:i..--esent.ation that 
might well belong to the s·tage. lrrom the very first 
stanza the reader. is aware of "Ghe si·tuation; Sister 
Helen is introduced by the quest:i.on concerning what 
she is doing; 
t Why d.o you rnel t your W8..t"ten man,
Sister Helen? 
and the time soheme is revealed in the next line, 
'To-day is the third since you began. t 
The person ·to whom Hc:en speaks is introduced when 
the latter answers, 
'The ·time was long, yet the time ran, 
Little brother.• 73 
Without a word of explanation fr9m the poet the 
drama is presented to the reader, and continues in 
the same fashion throughout the whole sketch. 'rhe 
little brother does -not always a.sk questions, but 
often makes reflections to which his sister always 
has something to a.dd. The fact that this innocent 
73. J;:oetioal Works, p. 134 
sa
little child is carrying on a conversa.tion with 
such a wicked witch-woman gives strength to the 
dialogue as well a.a to the whole ba.1 lad. There 1s 
something so natural in wha.t the boy says that one 
feels hie rea.li ty. He is, like many children, 
diseatisfied with the waary work which his sister 
has given him; that is, to, look out the window and 
report to her what he sees. He grows petulant: 
•~ut 1f you have done your work aright, 
Sister Helen, 
You'll let me play, for you eaid I might.' 
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Almost immediately he forgets tha.t he wants to play,. 
though, and again becomes absorbed in watching the 
melting image. ,Ul through the ballad the dialogue 
pictures for the reader the oharactere, the situation, 
the mental attit11des--everything that one might find 
depicted in a good drama. With it there is always 
beauty of word and phrase, rhythm, and all that makes 
for true poetry. 
tn1at may be considered as a variation of 
the dialogue is the method that 1a uaecl in T9e Staff 
,gm_scrip~' Conversation, in·terspersed 'fHi th explana-
tory material, give~ a dramatic tone almost equal 
to that i1l'oduced by dialogue pure and simple: 
?4. Poetical Works, p. 134 
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'Who· rule-s these lands?' the Pilgrim said. 
'Stranger Queen Blanchelys. • 
• And who has thus harried them? 1he said. 
'It was Duka Luke did this: 
God•s ban be his!• 75
The directness of these linea. which are the fi:rst 
ones of the· poem, bears comparison with that of. 
the first stanza of Sister Helen. As in the latter 
ballad, these lines plunge the reader immed~ately_ 
into the story. No words are wasted, and one can 
immediately grasp the significance of the whole 
situation. In ~he Staff, an.d .. Sorip, however. oon-
versation does not furnish the amount of character-
ization, of deocription, and the like, that the 
dialogue-of _Sister Helen does. On the contrary, 
Rossetti depends ~argely for. the explanatory and 
descriptive passages to do that.work. It is, in-
deed, less effective than the other method• but 
withal, a well used one. Stratton Water, The Bride's 
frelud.e, Rose Mau, The King:fs. Tragedy, Troy Town, 
and Eden Bower also use the conversational device to 
a limited extent; but hardly is it as effectively 
employed as it is in The Staff and Serio. In most 
of these ballads, the conversational material is of 
75. Ibid. ,. P• 47 
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secondary impo:rtanoe •. In Stratton Water, however, 
one observes some examples of the kind of' dialogue 
used in Sister Helen: 
•But I have never a·sail so :White, 
And the water's not yet there.• •o it's the swans o• your bonny lake 
The rising flood doth scare.• 76 
The use differs in this poem in that there are many 
stanzas of explanation along with these others. 
Incremental repetition is not used 
extensively by Rossetti~ but one finds an excellent 
example of it in Troy Tovm •. It ocoure in the third 
line. of each stanza, and is ueed as the following 
examples show: 
The sun and moon of ·the heart's desire 
• • •A little gift for a hearts desire. 
• • •Shaped it is to the heart•s desire, 
Because of its place in the ballad, one scarcely 
notices it at a first reading, but ~t runs through 
the entire poem, ending in the last stanza with: 
Dead at heart with the heart• s desire. 77 
In Rose Mary one sees. both a brief use of 
76.; ~ioal Worlts, P• 150 
7r1. Ibid., P• 20 
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dialogue and of incremental repetition. The first 
four stanzas of part two are tremendously dramatic, 
because of these depa:rtu:res from the original meth-
od of the poem. The mother of Rose Mary has just 
discovered her daughter's lack of purity, and she 
asks:
Pale Rose Mary, what shall be done. 
With a rose that Mary v:eeps upon?
Her daughter answers: 
Mother, let it fall from the tree, 
And never walk where the strewn leaves be 
·Till winds have paaaedand the path is free. 
The next time, the question .is: 
Sad Rose Mary, wha:I; shall be done 
With a cankered flower beneath the sun? 
The repetition is increasing the dramatic emotion 
of the soene, and when -t~he third question comes: 
Lost Rose Mary,. -what shall be done
With a heart ·that is but a broken one? 
Rose Mary in agony ansv1ers · pa.tlletioa.llyt 
Mother, let it lie where it must; · 
The blood. was drail1ed with the bitter 'thrJiijt, 
And dust is all that sinks in the dust. 
There is an emotional climax in these few etanzas 
which gives to the whole poem a large part of its 
78. Poe·tioa.l Works t P• 19 
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pathos and dramatic appeal. In the Deryl- Song which 
precedes the second and third parts of the ballad· 
and which is introduced again a:~ the end of it, one 
observes a repetition that may have been suggested 
by that in ballad poetry although the song itself 
·1s a lyric. At the beginning of the first song are 
the lines: 
We whose home is the Beryl, 
Fire-spirits of dread desire 
and at the end of it, comes a reversed repetition of 
the erune idea: 
Fire-spirits of dread desire, 
Vie whose home is the Beryl. ?9 
Each of the three songs has a similar opening and. 
closing verse. 
Although Rossett~ did not feel bound to 
observe the use of the old ballad devices, such as 
refrain, repetition:and dialogue, yet on the whole* 
he shows greater dependence upon them than he does 
upon the conventional verse :forms. ,One can easily 
aee that he had read from the old collections, such 
stanzas as the following: 
Quhy dois zour brand sae drop w1• bluid, 
Ed\iard, Edward? 
Quhy dois zour brand sae drop wi• bluid? 
And quhy sae sad gang zee, O? 
?9. Poetical Works, P• 17 
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O, I hae killed my hauke sae guid, 
. · Mither. Mither: 
o, I bae killed my hauke sae guidt 
And I had nae mair bot hee·,.o. · 80 
The ~epetition of the mother's questions is very 
simllar to that used by Rose Mary's mother, and 
like the latter•. she finally gets her son to admit 
that he has been guilty of a orima. When Rossetti 
read the old ballads. it i's very likely that the 
refrains,. the dialogue, and the :repetitions made a 
more lasting impression upon him than·did the use 
of certain poetic forms. · 
80. Percy, Religues of Anoient English Poetry, p. ·70 
Chapter VI. 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ROSSETTI'S WORK 
ESPECIALLY AS SHOVlN IN HIS 
BALLAD POETRY. 
· 88 
This analysis of the ballad poetry of 
Dante Gabriel Rossetti hae shown some of his out-
standing characteristics as a writer., but there 
remain several others which have been either only 
hinted nt or not been mentioned at all in this 
study.· A brief discussion.of ~hese will prove 
helpful for a better underst~ding and appreciation 
of even the ba11ad poetry. 
Perhaps no other feature of his poetry has 
been more widely criticised than that which is 
usually referred to as sensuousness, fleshlinese, 
earthiness~ or sensualism. One of the most harsh 
attacks ever made on the work of Rossetti was made 
on this feature by Robert Buchanan, a contemporary~ 
in an article entitled "The Fleshly Sohool of Poetry" 
89 
first published in The Oontemr,01~~1ry Review 
for October* 1871• under the pseudonym, Thomas 
Maitland .. Among many other cutting s~atements, 
Buchanan says:
The fleshly gentlemen have bound them-
selves by solemn league and covenant to · 
extol fleshliness as the distinct and 
supreme end of poetic and p1ctor1al a._rt; 
to aver that poetic expression is greater 
than poetio thought,, and·by inference that 
the body is greater than the soul, and 
sound superior to sense; and that the poet, 
properly to develop his poetic faculty, 
must be an intellectual hermaphrodite, to 
whom the vai;y facts of day and night are 
lost in a v1hirl of aesthetic "'Gei-minology. 81 
He becomes more personal than this, ,though, and· 
epealcs of Rossetti thus: 
Whether he? is -wTiting of the holy 
Damozel, ·or of the ,rirgin herself, or of 
Lilith,.·or Helen, or of Dante, or of 
Jenny the street-,valkel"., he is fleshly 
all over, f:rom the roots of his hair, to 
the tip of his toes; never a true lover. 
merging his identity into that of the 
beloved one; never spiritual• never tender; 
always self-conscious and aesthetic. 89 
There is undoubte~ny some ground fo:c aoousing the 
.. 
poet of being ttfleshly", and at the time when 
Buchanan made his attack more than at present, 
there ivas a certain repugnance felt for what tended 
toward the morally unpleasant; however .• as in most
81. Buchanan, Robert, ttThe Fleshly School of Poetry," 
Iiotorious Literary Attacks, by A. Mardell, pp. 
82. Ibid., P• 201. 186-187 
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criticisms of this type, there was much that -was 
unjust and unwarranted in the article. 'That Buchanan 
himself. reali.zed this, is ev~denoed by a recantation 
which he made in The Academv for July 1, 1881. 
Whethe:r this retraction was made because of the ...
obje·ctions which Rossetti and his friends had offered 
to his first article. or beoauae Buchanan was.really 
convinced. of his own unfiarness, it is difficult to 
say. At any rate, the statement, ffMr. P.ossetti, I
freely admit now, never was a lt"leshly Poet at alltt' 83 
came much too late to afford the poet; who was sick 
at_ that time in mind and body, any- ~atifioation. 
The·critioism had wounded at its first publication 
so severely that Rossetti could not forget the pain 
of it'; 
Buchanan wae·not the only critic to accuse 
-the poet 'of being, as it is generally .. t~rmed, too 
-sensuous, and, as hae been mentioned.before, there-
is much reason for these accusations. In the ballad 
poetry less of this is found than in the sonnet 
sequence, The House of Life, but in two of the 
ballads, Troy Tomi and Eden Bower, the sensuous 
element mounts almost to pure animalism. There is 
in these poems, a delight in physical beauty that 
repels the oxd1nary readeri even though he be less 
~:3~, The Letters of D. G. Rossetti to Hi's Publisher, .. 
edited by;his o. Doughty, p. xl. 
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squeamish about such m_atters tllan the Vic·toriane 
were. No author deserves to be condemned on account 
of a few noems in whioh his art ·1s misused, how-
ever, and Rossetti might well be defended in the. 
words of A. O .Ber1son, who takes a fairly· sane view 
of the matter: 
Th.e whole tone and spirit of Rossetti• s 
poems axe misrepresented. · It is true that there 
breaks out in plaoes a certain voluptuousness 
of phrase and image, but the fault is rather 
one of taste., in speaking without dieguise · 
of things more wisely left to men1 s 'memories 
and hea:r·ts, but not in -themselves either un-
natural or debasing; of recounting things 
· which~ as Horace says, are sacro dig11a silent-
io. ts4 - · . 
This ttreoountingn has special· reference to The 
House of Ltfe, probably, for in that group of sonnets 
Rossetti attempts to give a hietory of his own 
love experiences in a manner rather in-keeping 
with his Italian heritage than with his Engl.ish 
training. There was no intention, and probably 
no realization, generally, of immorality, and al-
though certain passages from the poe!lls might be 
cited as indicative of this failing., yet, as 
Benson wisely remarks, nby carefully selected 
quotations it would be as.easy or easier to prove 
-84. Rossetti, p. 62 
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both Shakespeare and Milton to be vile and shameless 
. 85 poets~ undermining the fot.m.dations of morality." 
Rossetti's mysticism is not a dominant 
characteristic of his ballad poetry, but the:re iu-e, 
nevertheless, quite mar.ked examples of it there. 
It may be well, first, to show the way imwhioh the 
term "mysticism" has been applied to this poet, for 
the term has various applications, and in regard to 
some of the usages of the word, he was far from 
being included in the group of rnystics. He had 
probably little or no real faith in religion as it 
is practiced by most Christians, and although he 
seems to have been able to understand the religious 
feelings of other persons, he never seems to have 
experienced them himself. In the :religious signifi-
cance of the word, mysticism, then, Rossetti ·may 
easily be ruled out. In another sense, however, 
the term may easily apply to him. One of the best 
explanations of his mysticism has been briefly 
stated in a review of \Ulliam Sharp's biogrpphy of 
Roseetti, published in the Natiol.lL 
A mystic he- primarily was, a man who 
oared less for the object or the thought than 
for its vague and often arbitrary suggestions; 
who used things not fo:r their current value. 
but as coins stamped with his own image and 
as. Rossetti, p. sa
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superscription; ·tendering ,f.;hem :for the
original and self-derived worth he gave to 
them. Necessarily he dealt much with symbols, 
:the only refuge for a mystic who desires .to 
· indio~te his meaning to others. If he wished 
to· bring before ·the inind the Temptation of 
the Flesh, he painted a luxurious woman or 
he sang of Eden Bower, but in.elther case Li~-
i th is more. than she seems,. she stands for 
something else. If 111 his work one sees 
or hears mention of a dove o:r- an apple., orie 
must a~k, not what it is, but what it means, 
for he is almost certainly using a sign language. 
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With this definition of the term, it is not difficult 
to.· loo ate in · the ballads some . examples of the poet• s 
. mysticism: M outstanding stanza in The Staff and 
Scrip is this:· 
Right so,, he kne\v' that he saw weep 
Each night through every dream 
'l1he Queen•s own face, confused in sleep 





trot known to him. · · 
The queen is not important here as a woman#. but 
as an ideal, toward which the knight had all 'his 
life been woTking. This ideal had :floated 
t~ough his dreams and had impelled 11im on until 
no,,v he at ands face to face with th
1
is representation 
of it. He ·has before not realized what he sought, 
but when he beholds the queen he suddenly kno\vs. 
There seems to nave been some power whioh has 
as. The Nation,, XXX.V:t (May 10, 1883), p. 408 
87. Poetical Works, p. 49 
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brought him to hor. The :reference to the o·thers 
whom he saw in his drea..11s is probably to angels. 
In The Blessed Damoze~ one finds a kind of spirit-
ual mysticism in the stanza: 
(Alasl We two, we two,. thou say• stJ
Yea,. one wast thou with me 
That once of old. But shall God 1ift 
To endless unity 
The. soul whose likeness with thy soul, 
Was but its love for ·thee?) 88 
There ie a deeper significance in these lines than 
the~e usually is in Rossetti•s mysticism, and 
the line which suggests that after the lovers have 
been reunited in heaven they will dwell there in 
oneness with each other and with God might mis-
lead some pe:rsons into believing that the poet 
who conceived such a thought was of .a deeply re-
ligious nature. Rose Mary too ts full .of sym..
. bolism, but the mystical thought of the poem is 
so mingled with the occult that one is not certain 
as to the lnterpretation of all the symbols. 
Suffic(f} it to say that there are many such symbols, 
which exemplify the mysticism of the author. 
One of the greatest of Rossett11s 
powers as a ballad write~ is his ability to 
88. Poetical Works, p.5. 
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depict vividly t:r.a.gic situations and great·mental 
suf:f'e:ring. This. ability has been hinted at i11. the 
chapter on diotion and the one on technical devices, 
but it well deserves some elaboration,_ since it 
has so great a part in his populaJ:ity as a writer 
of ballad poetry. 
i'
One of the most effective of Rossetti•s 
methods of depicting a tragio 1:rituatHm is by the 
creation of what may be te:rmed. atmosphere. In The ----
B:rideta Prelude, for instance, he impresses upon 
the reader the f~eling of the moat terrible heat~. 
Buch expressions as, _nAnd the noonday ata:n.da still 
for heat,n ".And ·the hot window's dull pe.rfume,tt · 
and "The :room lay still in dusty glare, n are 
indeed forceful in giving the·impression of bei~g 
stifled by the oppressiveness. Aloyse,. who is 
about to confess to her sister the ·terrible tra'gedy 
of he~ life, is so overcome by the emotions which 
arise in her heart that she is literally gasping 
, for breath. Because the author has succeeded in 
making the reader feel the oppression of the heat, 
he also succeeds in conveying ·the inward f.eeling 
of breathlessness which Aloyse has. When the sad 
story is being related, thent the reader passes 
through th,e mental agony that the narrator is 
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suffering. The tragedy is therefore ~ore intense 
in, its eff,eot, for both physioel nnd mental pain 
have been endured. 
Another means of describing a tragic 
~ituation effectively is by the -placing of con-
trasting characters side by side. In SisteT Helen, 
as has been mentioned, the innocent little boy 
is placed next to his t11 tch-like sister: in ~ 
Btide•s Prelud_e, too, Aloyse reveals her sad story 
to her sister, Amelotte, who is so pure that 
A.1oyse he:?:"self felt the strong line of diff e·renoe 
between them:
• 'fhat year the convent yielded thee . , 
Back -to our home; and. thou , 
1:tt'hen lcnew' st not h0w I shuddered cold 
Tu kiss thee, seeming to enfold 
'l'o my changed heart myself of old.' 89 
There is a rtblaok and whi·te" effect produced by
putting such vio1.ous characters against suoh 
virtuous ones, and perhaps Rossetti, painter that 
he was, realized the value o:f sharp contr~$ts in 
his poetry. 
Often the brevity w~th which the poet 
presents a tTagto aoene adds intensity to it. 
Reference to this has been made :tn previous chapters, 
e~. Poetical Works:, p. 233. 
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but another example may well be cited here. In 
'fhe .. White ShiJ21• after all have been lost but the 
butcher of Rouen, the tragedy of it is thus 
described: 
And what were men and what was a ship 
Were toys and splinters in the sea's grip. 
90 
The po\ver of the poet• s imagery is extremely strong 
here, and the pioture of the aoene is unforgettable. 
Some of the davioes used to portray 
tragio situations are likewise used to-describe 
mental suffering. Of course the two things are 
so closely bound together tha-t one 11ould naturally 
expect the sa.'lle methods to be employed. Rossetti 
seems to be even rnore capable and mo:re unusual in 
the worl( of, describing the mental s·tates than in .that 
of showing tragedy. In_X1.ose Mary he is at his 
best when he describes the mental torture of the 
young girl: 
The damsel olung to her mother's kne.e, 
And dared not let the shriek go free; 
Low she crouched by the lady's chair: 
And shrank blindfold in,her fallen hair, 
~'1d tvhisn, ,ering said·, ·"The snears are therel n · . 91 
· Af ·te:r the mother has discovered her daughter·• a 
90. Poetical Wo:cks, p. 62 
91~ Ibid., P• 10. 
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sin,. another excellent description of mental 
agony is given,, this time showing both the women•s 
grief: 
Closely locked, they clung without speech, 
And. the mirrored souls shook each to eaoh, 
As the aloud-moon and the water-moon · 
Shake face to face when the dim stars swoon 
In stormy bowers of the night's mid-moon. 
. : 92
Qwite different from these descriptions.are those 
whioh·are used to portray the passing of thoughts 
in the mind of the butcher of Rouen when he was in 
the sea after the wreck: 
Blithe is the shout on Harfleur•s strand 
When morning lights the sails to land; 
And blithe is Harfleur•s echoing gloam 
When mothers call the children home; · 
And high do the bells of Rouen beat 
When the Body ·ot Christ goes down the street. 
These things and the like were heard and shown 
In a moment·•s trance •neath the sea alone; 
93 
Rossetti here shows well a. queer trick of the mind 
when it operates in unusual -situations. 
Mot much attention has been given directly 
to the influence of supernaturalism in Rossetti•e 
ballads. There is scarcely one of his ballad poems·, 
98. Poetical Works, P• 22. 
93. ~., P• 62 
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which does' not show it in some form, and it is the 
oominan't note in most of them: 
Rossetti•'.s attitude towards the super-
natural can be simply defined. • • The super-
natural was_, so to· speak, an article of his 
in1aginative- creed; the conception of it 
affected him profo.undly, and he had an al-
most child-like relish for sunernatural -· 
situations. The result was that he wrote of 
such things not s!lamefacedly or ingeniously, 
but simply 1 and ,vi th' a kind of direct oon-vio'tion, ,whioh· is the essence o·f sincere art. 94 
Rose Marz, more than any other of' his.ballads, shows 
how w~ll the poe,t used· the supernatural element, 
In the desoripti-::>n of the mystery surrounding the 
beryl-stone one, feels that he has been most success-
ful iri employing 1t: 
Even as she spoke, they two were •ware' 
Of musio-notes that fell through the air; 
A chiming shower of strage device, 
Drop echoing drop, once, twice ~gd thrice, 
As rain may fall in Paradise. 
The artistry of this stanza cannot be denied. 
One feels that, the poet actually experienced this 
heavenly combination of musical sounds.· !lot
always does Rossetti present· a beautiful picture 
of the supernatural,. however, as is shown in such 
pieces as Sister Helen and J;he King's Tragedy.
-------------- ---- -- ~-""""-~,..,........ 
94.· Benson, A.O., Rossetti, P• 104 
95. Poetical Works,1· p. 7. 
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Helen•s belief in witchcraft is fascinating, but 
terrible. ·rt makes the reader shudder,. while at 
the same time it is powerfully convincing. The 
witch in The King's Tragedy, with her tswrithen 
limbs" and her eyes that held the king against his 
will, is also rather horrible than otherwise; an~-
her strange ,mrnings which are wailed out dolorous-
ly send a shudder through the reader's body. 
Rossetti did not have the liking for 
Nature that is generally noticed in the writers 
of his ag~ and of the age preceding him, but he 
uses natural description often more effectively . 
than if he had been too enthusiastic a.s poets some-
times are. With an artist• s eye., he observed the 
things of nature, and because he .was calm in his 
observation and sparing in his use of. what he saw,. 
he achieved an effect that is especially useful to 
ballad poetry. Surely the poet who writes in 
The White Shin such lines as these, is not blind 
to nature: 
As bright as the·golden poppy is 
That the beech breeds for the surf to kiss: 
Yet pale his cheek as the thorn in S~ring 96 An.d·his garb blaok like t~e raven's wing. 
96. Poetical Works, p. 68 
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The simplicity of the comparisons charms almost 
as much as do those oft quoted lines from Sister 
Helen. lines which more than any others in Rossetti•s 
ballads show the exquisite use he ooubd inake of his 
o_bservations of Nature: 
and
'Here high up in the balcony, 
Sister Helen, 
·· The moon flies fao.e to face with me. •
•outside itls merry' in the ivind•s wake, 
Sister Helen, . 
In the shaken trees the chill stars shake.• 
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II. 
Personal opinion plays such an·enormous 
· part in assigning any author to a particul~ place 
in literature that it is little wonder at the 
varietyo~ judgments made of ·Dante Gabriel Rossetti's 
work as a poet. There are critics today. like 
Robert Buchana.vi, who see only the offensive. the 
"fleshly" side of his poetry, and are hes,itant· 
97. Poetical Works_, p. 136. 
about admitting him to the circle of the great 
literary men of even his own age. They read, 
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apparently, ·only a few of the really objectionable 
sonnets from The Rouse of Life, and will have no 
more to do with Rossetti. They do not seem to 
Tealize that he has written some of the best 
imitations of the old nonular ballad and some of .. - . 
the most exquisite literary ballads of the nine-
teenth century. A summary view of the relative 
merit of these ballads may help to prove to these 
hesitating cTitics that there is much to admire of 
this great poet. 
The ballad poem to which one may safely 
assign the fi:rst place among Rossetti• s ,vork is 
Sieter Helen. No other single poem in any phase 
1
of his poetry can equal this excellent imitation of 
the popular ballad. I know of no other ballad in 
English literature that surpasses it, although I am 
willing to place on equal rank with it both Keats• 
La Belle Dame Sans Merci, and Coleridge's Anoien.1 
Mariner. Critics in general assign a high place to 
Sister Helen, although not all of them axe willing 
to assign it first rank. Many of Rossetti•s 
contemporaries were aware of the power of the poem. 
John Ruskin> in a letter to the author, wri tee, 
·103 
"Sister Helen is glorious,•• 98 and Thomas Bayne, 
in an article written in the year of Rossetti t-s
death, remarks: 
. . 
Itis- a story of revenge, unsu:rpassed 
in steadiness and direotness of purpose, firm, 
unswerving grip of fell cirownstanoe coercive 
_of tragical destiny, and realistic presenta-
tion of heart-rend~ng sighs and shadowy 
utterances from the borderlands of woe. ~f) · 
What may be the differences of opinion of the 
relative merit·· of the ballad, all of the critics 
are aware of its excellencies; its wonderfully 
dramatic intensity. its strong tragic eignificancet· 
its use of natural, quio~ dialogue, and above all, 
. . .
its remarkable study of a soul gripped by fierce 
hatred. 
Rose Ma,:y, The Bride• s Prelude, Stratton 
vVater, and The White rship are close to Sister Helen 
· in \Vorth. There is a very wide r~ge of opinions 
as to their relative merits, but it,is quite gener-
etlly agreed that they rank very high·, not only in 
Rossetti's work, but also in all ballad poetry of 
· the century. Vlhat Shairp says of Rose ·Mary is 
98. · Ruskin; Rossetti;·. and· Pre-Ra-ohaeli tism, p. 144 
99. The Poetry of Dante Gabriel Rossetti; Living 
Age, CLII (March 31, 1882), P• 821. 
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characteristic of the general criticism offered 
for this great poem: 
The ballad is an excellent example of 
the elaborately wrought and highly ornamented 
kind. It has many merits; but one·it has 
not--simplioity and directness, which we take 
to be the chief characteristics of the real 
old ballad. Each feeling Rose Mary has, each 
situation, is over-described; and the pathos 
of the whole is smothered beneath a cloud o:f 
imagery. 100 
In the light of this comment it is interesting to 
know that Rose Mary is one of the three poems that 
Rossetti himself has classified aA a ballad. Shairp 
may be somewhat harsh in his comments., but one of 
the notable defects of the poem is that it is too 
long. That it is a work of art cannot be denied, 
. however, and if the author has too many colors, too 
muoh ornamentation. it is that hie pictorial art is· 
too Pre-Raphaelite to be thoroughly appreciated by 
those persons who prefer greater attention to 
simplicity and to selection of details than the 
painters of Rossetti's school did. 
Stratton Water and 1l'he Vlhi te Shin have 
been about. equa.lly .praised. As direct imitations 
of the popular ballads they are extremely.success-
. ful, but as cha.ra.oteristic of the real Rossetti art 
100. "Aesthetic Poetry/ 1 Living· Age, CLIV (July 1882) p. 234. / 
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they are far i11:ferior to either Sister Helen or 
Rose M~!.Y.!. Both of them show a fair· amount of
condensation, both make use of the old devices of 
the popular ballad, and both are dramatically intense 
and emotionally fine. 
t•The Kingt s Tragedy, n says Lafoac11o Hearn, 
•• is a little strained; perhaps the poet attempted 
t h .• 101oo muc .n This brief comment swns up very 
well the defect of this ballad. The interesting 
story loses in value because of an abundance of 
detail; there _were too many facts to include in 
the space of a ballad, uand one misses the radiar.lt 
and mysterious working of imagination ·which was the-
mark of the real Rossetti." 108 As usual, Benson 
strikes at the point with sureness. 
The Staff and Sorin is, unlike The King's 
Tragedx, very chaxaoteristio of Rossetti in that 
it is a medieval story told in a few bold strokes, 
highly imaginative, and intensel.Y emotional. There 
are exquisite bits of pictorial art in the des-
criptions of the banner and the shield which the 
·queen gives to the knight, ·and splendid dramatic 
touches in man) of the stanzas, but the poem seems 
to laok the force and appeal that the other ballads 
101. · nstudies in Rossetti," Pre-Ranhaelite and other 
.poetq. P• 73. 
102. Rossetti, p. 108 
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- have. 
Troy Town and Eden Bower ~ave some fine 
qualities, but because of their "earthiness". they 
are t_o a certain degree inferior to anything, ~hat 
Rossetti wrote, with_the possible exception of 
several of- the sonnets which _he never published 
because he realized their sensualism. There seems 
no reason for. their existence, and it is with some 
disgust that one reads them. 
The Blessed DamozAl ranlcs extremely high 
as a poem, bu·t as a ballad 1 t has but little 
merit. The beauty of -imagery, the mystical atmos-
phere of the whole poem, the exquisitely dra,vn 
pictures are proofs of the remarkable art :of 
Rossetti, and a study of his work is not complete 
without a view of this piece, ·but among ballad 
poems one admits it to olaseifioation with 
apologies. It is indeed a perfect poem, but not 
a perfect ballad. 
Al though Rossetti• s fame rests largely 
·unon his sonnet sequence, The Houee of Life, one 
can see from this study o~ his ballad poetry that 
this is a part of his work which ought not to be 
underestimated. He might easily have been a very 
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great poet if he ha.d oonfined_himself to this type, 
if he had never written his sonnets. Ever the 
conscious a~tist, ever the able story-teller, ever 
the delver into the mysteries of the eupP-rnatural 
and of medieval 11fe and thought1 with an eye to all 
that is unusual, Rossetti was right when he de-
clared of ballad poetry, ttThere lies your line. 0
He has followed. his lfllne 1• carefully, successfully; 
and it may be hoped that in the not far distant 
future, his ballad'poetry will receive the notice 
that 1 t truly deserves, and that some day Dante 
Gabriel Rossetti will ha.ve a higher place in 
li·terature than he is often granted now. · 
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